Over 250 New Items for Spring Riding
Free Shipping on Orders Over $45
Thank you to Fair Sky Farm, Loxahatchee, Florida, for hosting our photoshoot.
Now ready to perform, our spring assortment offers a perfect balance of elevated schooling apparel and sophisticated show attire for avid riders. Adding lightness to warm-weather rides, our selection of horse clothing, tack and accessories keeps your partner cool and comfortable. Join us as we ride into the season with 250 new designs. Wishing you every success this season!

Thank you for choosing Dressage Extensions as your Partners In Performance.

Official North American Distributor of Petrie Boots
Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation

Visit our first combination
Dressage Extensions & Dover Saddlery Retail Store!
Moorpark, CA (800)303-7849

THE ART OF BALANCE & lightness
A. NEW! EQUILINE GRIMMY
COMPETITION SHOW COAT
Tailored in premium B-Move stretch fabric that is lightweight, breathable, quick-drying and rated UPF 50+. Tonal micro-studs on front and back shoulders. Four-button front, sleek slash pockets and double-vented back. Nylon/elastane. Black. Ladies’ US(EU) 4(36), 6(38), 8(40), 10(42), 12(44). Made in Italy. 401655 $995.00

B. NEW! EQUILINE GIAIAFH FULL-SEAT BREECH

C. EQUILINE GIOIA SHOW JACKET

D. EQUILINE MARILYN SHADBELLY
Best Seller! The X-Cool Evo technical fabric is extremely elastic and resistant to abrasions, stains and water. Adjustable weights in tails. Collar back and points have faceted crystals. Crystal elements on buttons. Polyamide/elastane. Black, navy. Ladies’ US(EU) 6(42), 8(44), 10(46), 12(48). Made in Italy. 400840 $1395.00

E. EQUILINE X-SHAPE FULL-SEAT BREECH
Back Collar Detail

G. EQUILINE BELLA SHADBELLY
Dressage Extensions Exclusive! X-Cool Evo technical fabric is highly breathable, water- and abrasion-resistant. Leather and petite beaded trim on collar, points and buttons. Subtle elegance with Swarovski® crystals. Polyamide/elastane. Black, navy. Ladies’ 8(44), 10(46), 12(48), 14(50), 16(52), 18(54). Made in Italy.

400844   $1595.00

H. NEW! EQUILINE GRESIG SHADBELLY

401656   $1339.00

F. NEW! EQUILINE GINNYG
COMPETITION SHIRT

204208   $199.00

G. EQUILINE BELLA SHADBELLY
Made in Italy

Beautifully Italian craftsmanship with skillful tailoring in high-performance fabrics.
A. NEW! PIKEUR® PAULIN DRESSAGE COAT
401652  $559.00

B. PIKEUR® LILIEN SHADBELLY
400863  $1290.00

C. PIKEUR® PLASTRON STOCK TIE
202256  $110.00
D. NEW! PIKEUR® JESSIE COMPETITION SHIRT
204158  $170.00

E. PIKEUR® WHITE CANDELA GRIP BREECH
350802  $365.00

F. NEW! PIKEUR® LUGANA FULL-SEAT BREECH
351588  $349.00

G. PIKEUR® CANDELA II MCCROWN BREECH
350804  $339.00

H. PIKEUR® LUCINDA FULL-GRIP BREECH
351075  $330.00

PERFECT FIT, optimal mobility
A. NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE ANGELINA SHOW COAT
Athletic functionality with show-ring style. Stretchy, resilient design features piped reverse collar with rhinestone accents, front-zip, logo-button placket and flap pockets. Princess seaming and back-belt. Polyamide/elastane. Dark blue. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401630 $329.00

B. NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE CATHLEEN SHORT-SLEEVE SHOW SHIRT
Perform with polish! Ideal for show, this smart short-sleeve style is lightweight and stretchy with plenty of ventilation for cooling breathability. Covered zip placket with snap closure and sparkling rhinestone logo motifs. Polyamide/elastane. Dark blue, white. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
204157 $99.95

C. SCHOCKEMÖHLE AIR-COOL SHOW JACKET
The perfect warm-weather jacket, made to flatter and keep you cool. Fitted silhouette sewn of extremely breathable mesh. Features include reverse collar, welt zipper pockets, back yoke and a branded rivet at the lapel. Nylon/spandex. Black. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
400732 $289.00

D. SCHOCKEMÖHLE VICTORY FULL-SEAT BREECH
350676 $280.00

Founded in 2005, Schöckemöhle Sports offers riding apparel that comfort and a polished look for both schooling and competition arenas.
A. AA® PLATINUM COLLECTION MOTIONLITE SHADBELL
Extremely lightweight, stretchy and breathable with classic Italian tailoring. This classic shadbelly zips neatly on bodice under the buttons giving a smooth silhouette without gapping. Includes interchangeable buttons for different looks. Nylon/spandex. Black. Ladies’ S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10). Imported.
400870 $459.95

B. NEW! CAVALLO® FATOU SHOW SHIRT
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported.
204150 $86.00

C. FITS® FREE FLEX FRONT-ZIP FULL SEAT
Yoga pant comfort! PerforMAX compression fabric with tummy-smoothing panel. Leather-free stretch crotch for full freedom. Exclusive Flex-Leather full seat looks and grips like leather but is machine washable and dryable! Cotton/Lycra®/poly. White/black, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). USA.
35970 $180.00
A. ARIAT® APTOS SHOW SHIRT
Lightweight piqué knit fabric made from recycled poly. Built-in stretch for the freedom to ride. ClimateTEK™ cooling technology keeps skin cool and dry; FreshTEK™ odor resistance helps fabric remain fresh. Poly/nylon/spandex. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.

NEW!
Aqua foam. 204125 $64.95
White. 201626 $64.95

NEW!
White (Not Shown). 200158 $49.95
NEW! Dusky granite. 204123 $49.95
NEW! Pearl gray dots. 204124 $54.95

B. ARIAT® AIRWAY SHOW SHIRT
Looking stylish while staying cool is a breeze in this lightweight design. Strategically circulates air where you need it most. Built-in stretch and flexible fit so it moves smoothly and neatly with you throughout your ride. Subtle animal print mesh at the yoke. Short sleeves. Poly/spandex. White. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 202343 $74.95

C. ARIAT® APTOS VENTTEK™ SHOW SHIRT
Lightweight piqué knit fabric made from recycled poly. Built-in stretch for the freedom to ride. ClimateTEK™ cooling technology keeps skin cool and dry; FreshTEK™ odor resistance helps fabric remain fresh. Poly/nylon/spandex. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.

NEW! Aqua foam. 204125 $64.95
White. 201626 $64.95

D. ARIAT® TRI FACTOR GRIP FULL-SEAT BREECH
E. NEW! ARIAT® SUNSTOPPER SHIRT 2.0
Athletic quarter-zip with the latest comfort technology. Lightweight, stretchy piqué knit of recycled poly with built-in ClimateTek™ cooling and FreshTEK™ odor resistance. UPF 50+ sun protection, mesh paneling for breathability, raglan sleeves for optimal movement. Poly/spandex. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
Solid. Maui blue.
204119 $59.95
Print. Mosaic blue reflections, gray camo floral.
204118 $69.95

F. NEW! ARIAT® BANDERA QUARTER-ZIP POLO
Contemporary performance technology meets classic styling. This sleek quarter-zip polo is made of recycled poly with built-in stretch, ClimateTek™ cooling, FreshTEK™ odor resistance and UPF 50 protection. Mesh back panel. Poly/spandex. Heirloom lilac, mosaic blue. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
204117 $69.95

Shop our complete collection of Ariat® show & schooling styles at DressageExtensions.com/Ariat
Kastel Denmark combines functional elements with durability & quality.

NEW!

A. KASTEL DENMARK JESSICA SHIRT
Performance stretch with a feminine fit. Made of soft, antibacterial, UPF 30-rated stretch fabric, this athletic quarter-zip is ideal for spring riding with a lush floral, cap sleeves and classic quarter-zip placket. Poly/spandex. Secret garden. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204088 $89.00

B. KASTEL DENMARK SAMANTHA SHIRT
Highlighted by a lush floral print and made of soft, antibacterial, UPF 30-rated stretch fabric. Quarter-zip placket. Long raglan sleeves allow freedom of movement; cooling mesh inserts add cool comfort. Poly/spandex. Secret garden. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204087 $98.00

C. KASTEL DENMARK JILL SHIRT
Athletic quarter-zip design highlighted by sporty chevron-stripe accents. Soft, lightweight and stretchy performance fabric. Poly/spandex. Blue leaves. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204091 $98.00

D. KASTEL DENMARK MELANIE SHIRT
Sporty quarter-zip styling highlighted by a classic royal-and-white foliage print. Lightweight and stretchy fabric with a UPF 30 rating. Poly/spandex. Blue leaves. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204092 $85.00
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS to style your ride

E. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK NADINE SHIRT
Pretty floral print adds femininity to an athletic quarter-zip. Performs as beautifully as it looks in soft, antibacterial UPF 30-rated fabric with ample stretch ideal for riding. Mesh under-sleeve inserts deliver cooling comfort. Poly/spandex. Parisian floral. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204089  $98.00

F. NEW! KASTEL DENMARK CLAUDINE PARISIAN FLORAL SHIRT
Classic activewear quarter-zip lends femininity with a flattering fit and a pretty print. Soft, stretchy antibacterial UPF 30-rated fabric has ideal for warm-weather rides. Poly/spandex. Parisian floral. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204090  $89.00

Cavallo Caja Grip High-Waist Full-Seat Breech sold on page 20
Performance-driven designs at DressageExtensions.com/Pikeur

A. NEW! PIKEUR® VALINE SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
204160   $165.00

B. NEW! PIKEUR® BRINJA SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
204161   $170.00

C. NEW! PIKEUR® NURIA SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
204159   $170.00

D. PIKEUR® CANDELA DENIM BREECH
350817   $380.00
A. **NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE SUMMER PAGE SHIRT**
A fitted, functional training top! Breathable, quick-dry, and lightweight. UV protection. Quarter-zip styling accented with rhinestone accents at the stand collar, shoulder and chest. Lace trim on sides. Poly/elastane. Dark blue, jeans, lavender. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204155 $89.95

B. **NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE FORTUNA SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT**
Perfect for all your training days. Extremely stretchy, airy and breathable with cooling perforated side panels. Sporty styling with zip placket and tonal rib-knit trim. Polyamide/elastane. True red, cool black. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 204156 $89.95

C. **NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE CARLA FULL-SEAT BREECH**

D. **NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE COMFY RIDING TIGHT**
A. NEW! ARISTA® PUCCI QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT
All-day comfort and protection from sun. Lightweight, moisture-wicking performance fabric feels luxuriously soft. An environmentally friendly finish keeps it fresh, hygienic and odor-resistant. Recycled poly/spandex. Fig. Ladies' XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-9), L(9-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
204164 $135.00

B. NEW! ARISTA® ARGYLE QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT
Irresistible in a classic print, this lightweight shirt wicks moisture and feels wonderfully soft. An environmentally friendly finish ensures it stays fresh, hygienic and odor-resistant. Recycled poly/spandex. Citadel/truffle. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-9), L(9-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
204165 $135.00

C. NEW! ARISTA® GENEST ONCE-IN-A-BLUE-MOON SHIRT
204166 $145.00
A. **NEW! FITS® KINETIC SUN SHIRT**
Flattering cut with featherweight power mesh on shoulders and back yoke. Lightweight, breathable fabric wicks moisture, dries quickly and provides stretch. Odor- and pill-resistant. Poly. Roses/tack. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported. 204170 $79.99

B. **FITs® DENIM FULL-SEAT TREAD CARGO BREECH**

C. **NEW! FITS® FINLEY FULL-SEAT TREAD BREECH**

To support riders as athletes, FITS® is home to the newest thinking and fabric technologies.
A. **NEW! VESTRUM PORTICI SHORT-SLEEVE TRAINING SHIRT**
For discerning equestrian athletes. Provides a flattering fit and optimal freedom of movement. Breathable mesh inserts on the shoulders and side seams. Quarter zipper. Polyamide/elastane. Dusty blue, blue navy. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Made in Italy.

204220  $235.00

B. **NEW! VESTRUM VISERBA TEE**
This comfortable stretch cotton tee offers an active yet feminine fit. Designed with classic short-sleeve crewneck styling and enhanced with original brand artwork. Cotton/elastane. Black, blue navy. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Made in Italy.

204233  $195.00

C. **VESTRUM AVORIAZ SWEATSHIRT**

203237  $200.00

D. **NEW! VESTRUM MOLVENO FULL-SEAT BREECH**

351647  $399.00
Beautifully crafted in Italy, this competition collection combines timeless elegance and heirloom quality with innovation and modern technologies.

A. EQUILINE ARLETTE HIGH WAIST FULL-SEAT BREECH
Designed with E-Plus Superior microfiber. Four-way stretch fabric combines with a full seat grip print to offer stability while riding. High waist and careful shaping offer great comfort. Navy, white. Ladies’ US 22(38), 24(40), 26(42), 28(44), 30(46), 32(48), regular. Made in Italy. 351096 $400.00

B. NEW! EQUILINE CIANNEFH FULL-SEAT BREECH

C. NEW! EQUILINE CLARAC POLO SHIRT
Chic top is stretchy, ventilated and quick drying for comfort in intense training. Alllover micro-perforated logoflage effect. Open-front stand collar with logo and quarter zipper. Nylon/elastane. Icc. Ladies’ XS(38), S(40), M(42), L(44), XL(46). Made in Europe. 204209 $219.00

D. NEW! GOODE RIDER™ IDEAL SHOW SHIRT
Compete or clinic in this soft, stretchy top. Bamboo fibers naturally wick moisture and lend antibacterial odor resistance. Quarter-zip design. Mesh underarm vents. Bamboo/cotton/spandex. Periwinkle, navy floral, white link. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14). Imported. 204174 $73.00

E. NEW! GOODE RIDER™ FULL-SEAT EQUESTRIAN JEAN

Fueled by athleticism, Goode Rider designs are created from modern performance fabrics that feel good while allowing ease of movement.
Cavallo equestrian apparel is characterized by fashion and functionality. In national and international equestrian sports, Cavallo’s products are widely used and Cavallo has been the outfitter of the German Olympics Committee for Riding (DOKR) for 30 years.

A. NEW! CAVALLO® FENIA SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
204153  $56.00

B. NEW! CAVALLO® FLEUR SLEEVELESS SHIRT
Stretchy piqué top offers sporty style with side-seam logo inserts and stripe detail along the V-neck, button placket and ribbed collar. Discreet brand artwork on the back yoke. Polyamide/elastane. Blue violet. Ladies’ XS(34), S(36), M(38), L(40), XL(42). Imported.
204154  $60.00

C. NEW! CAVALLO® CAJA GRIP HIGH-WAIST FULL-SEAT BREECH
351583  $252.00
E. NEW! CAVALLO® CINZIA GRIP MOBILE 
FULL-SEAT JEAN BREECH
351584 $159.00

F. NEW! CAVALLO® LIZ GRIP RL 
FULL-SEAT TIGHT
351585 $130.00

G. NEW! CAVALLO® FIGEN 
SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
The comforts of an athletic top in stretch fabric rated UPF 50+. Elegant lace inserts. Quarter-zip design with rhinestone accents. Polyamide/elastane. Blue violet, dark blue. Ladies’ XS(34), S(36), M(38), L(40), XL(42). Imported.  
204152 $79.00

D. NEW! CAVALLO® FANNY 
SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
Finely striped jersey top is lightweight and stretchy. A tonal, allover print on the front yoke with mesh overlay. Quarter zip with rhinestone-embedded zipper pull. Polyamide/elastane. Lavender, midnight blue. Ladies’ XS(34), S(36), M(38), L(40), XL(42). Imported.  
204151 $62.00

DARK BLUE
Handcrafted in the Netherlands.
Custom Sizing, Styles & Colors Available.

**Dressage Extensions is the Official North American Distributor for Petrie Boots!**

Petrie boots are handmade in Holland by master craftsmen. Family owned and operated since 1857, it is the preferred boot of Olympic gold medal winners Isabell Werth and Edward Gal. Styled for the dressage rider, the outside of the boot is cut higher and has a stifferener in the back to aid in correct leg position. Outstanding manufacturing techniques make the Petrie boot your best value on the market today. Stocked in sizes 6-10 US Ladies’. Call for men’s options. Many different calf and height combinations available as well as custom sizing, colors and materials available upon special order. Please call us to determine the best options for you.

**PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
- Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Slim fitting ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations

**PETRIE OLYMPIC DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 13 calf combinations

**PETRIE SYDNEY DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Soft Leather with Leather Lining
- Back zipper with protective snap flap
- Stretch panel gusset
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 4 calf combinations

**PETRIE DELUXE BOOT BAG**
Extra tall chamber can accommodate boots up to 24½” tall with separately lined compartments for each boot. Handy storage container at the base for accessories and care products, padded handle with removable shoulder strap and vented top to reduce odors. Black.

**PETRIE HALF CHAPS**
Great half chap is cut higher on the outside like a dressage boot. Superior quality leather is stiff, transforming your paddock boot into an elegant dress boot. Various leg heights and 9 calf combinations available. Black. Please call our helpful staff for sizing assistance.

Purchase the Petrie Elegance Dressage Boots shown at left directly from your mobile device by scanning this code, or visit [DressageExtensions.com/PetrieElegance](http://DressageExtensions.com/PetrieElegance).

**PETRIE HALF CHAPS**
Great half chap is cut higher on the outside like a dressage boot. Superior quality leather is stiff, transforming your paddock boot into an elegant dress boot. Various leg heights and 9 calf combinations available. Black. Please call our helpful staff for sizing assistance.

381287 $1095.00

381288 $900.00

350881 $125.00

33966 $99.00

Find your perfect fit! Visit DressageExtensions.com/TallBoots

---

**PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
- Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Slim fitting ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations

**PETRIE OLYMPIC DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 13 calf combinations

**PETRIE SYDNEY DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Soft Leather with Leather Lining
- Back zipper with protective snap flap
- Stretch panel gusset
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 4 calf combinations

381289 $325.00

381288 $900.00

381287 $1095.00

350881 $125.00

33966 $99.00

---

**PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
- Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Slim fitting ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations

**PETRIE OLYMPIC DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 13 calf combinations

**PETRIE SYDNEY DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Soft Leather with Leather Lining
- Back zipper with protective snap flap
- Stretch panel gusset
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 4 calf combinations

381289 $325.00

381288 $900.00

381287 $1095.00

350881 $125.00

33966 $99.00

---

 Petrnie boots are handmade in Holland by master craftsmen. Family owned and operated since 1857, it is the preferred boot of Olympic gold medal winners Isabell Werth and Edward Gal. Styled for the dressage rider, the outside of the boot is cut higher and has a stifferener in the back to aid in correct leg position. Outstanding manufacturing techniques make the Petrie boot your best value on the market today. Stocked in sizes 6-10 US Ladies’. Call for men’s options. Many different calf and height combinations available as well as custom sizing, colors and materials available upon special order. Please call us to determine the best options for you.

**PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
- Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Slim fitting ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations

381287 $1095.00

**PETRIE OLYMPIC DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 13 calf combinations

**PETRIE SYDNEY DRESSAGE BOOTS**
- Soft Leather with Leather Lining
- Back zipper with protective snap flap
- Stretch panel gusset
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11; with 4 calf combinations

381289 $325.00

381288 $900.00

381287 $1095.00

350881 $125.00

33966 $99.00

---

**Find your perfect fit! Visit DressageExtensions.com/TallBoots**
CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS

Choose from various models, colors, leather and accessories. Anything from classic boots with subtle adjustments to modern boots in your own personal style.

A. PETRIE CRYSTAL CHANNEL ELEGANCE BOOTS
- Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Patent channel with Swarovski® Crystals
381297   $1350.00

B. PETRIE OLYMPIC BOOTS
- Brown, Cognac or Navy Leather
- Rind Box Leather with Soft Leather Lining
- Inside Front Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
381304   $900.00

C. PETRIE SUBLIME BOOTS
- Box Calf Leather
- Soft Calf Leather Lining
- Inner Front Side Zip
- Extra hard outside shaft;
  Soft inside shaft
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted ankle
- Optional contrast sole
381296   STARTING PRICE $1350.00

D. PETRIE SIGNIFICANT BOOTS
- Box Calf Leather
- Soft Calf Leather Lining
- Inner Front Side Zip
- 6 cm Spanish Rise
- Fitted Ankle
- Brogue Cuff to match foot is available
- Optional contrast sole
381292   STARTING PRICE $1350.00

E. PETRIE SUPERIOR BOOTS
- Box Calf Leather
- Soft Calf Leather Lining
- Front Zip
- 5 cm Spanish Rise
- Buckle inlaid with Strass Crystals
- Very fitted ankle
- Optional contrast sole
381295   STARTING PRICE $950.00

F. PETRIE ROME BOOTS
- Box Calf Leather
- Soft Calf Leather Lining
- Front Zip
- 5 cm Spanish Rise
- Buckles inlaid with Strass Crystals
- Available with Croc Pattern Outer Panel
- Optional contrast sole
381294   STARTING PRICE $1350.00

**Boots shown on this page are special order options and prices may vary.
DENIRO® RAFFAELLO
DRESSAGE BOOTS
Standout dressage style with exceptional craftsmanship. Hand-crafted from grain calfskin leather inside and out. Features DeNiro’s Water Resistant Advanced Treatment (WRAT). YKK® zipper is thoughtfully positioned forward of the center on the inside of boot, allowing seamless contact between your leg and your horse, while still maintaining a streamlined silhouette. Vibram® anti-slip outer sole for security in the stirrups. Black. European sizes 37-41. Short Medium. X-small, small, medium, large calf. Tall Medium. XX-small, X-small, small, medium, large calf. Tall. X-small, medium calf.
381103 $1100.00

DENIRO® SALENTO
DRESS BOOTS
381102 $890.00
CAVALLO® STANFORD DRESSAGE BOOTS
Cavallo’s newest dressage boot. Extremely comfortable, this tall boot is designed with European craftsmanship and a modern design that features fine, full grain leather and a beautiful dressage bow. A reinforced outer shaft, removable insole, ribbed rubber sole with Vibram® anti-slip outsole for durability and a front inside zipper. Black. Ladies’ 6-9 ½.
381117 $399.00

PARLANTI DENVER DRESS BOOTS
Second-skin feel. Exceptionally soft leather molds to the leg immediately with practically no break-in period. Due to the nature of the leather, this boot is best suited for use in the show ring, not for everyday use. Back zipper has zipper protection at the base and a top snap keeper. High Spanish top, plain toe cap, spur holders. Fully lined and constructed with a glued and stitched rubber sole. Free boot bag. Black. Unisex 34-44.
Small X-Tall, Small XX-Tall. Medium X-Tall, Medium XX-Tall. Large X-Tall, Large XX-Tall. Made in Italy.
380785 $1090.00

TREDSTEP™ DONATELLO III DRESS BOOTS
Designed to be the rider’s first choice. Crafted traditionally from hand-sourced full-grain aniline leathers, it offers a full leather lining and a range of sizing options. Key features include a high-tensile stretch panel, heavy-duty rear zipper, Coolmax®-lined cushioned footbed and relaxed Spanish top. Black. European sizes 36-42, XX-slim, X-slim, slim, regular, regular+, medium, medium+, regular or tall heights. Some sizes may be available by special order only. Imported.
381037 $339.00

ARIA KINSLEY BOOT
Handcrafted from rich, full-grain leather inside and out. This handsome tall boot features rider-tested traction zones for added security in the irons and protection for the back of the rider’s knee. Full length YKK® zipper with keeper and elastic gore side panel. Advanced 'Torque Stability (ATS®). Built-in heel cushion. Duratread™ outsole and spur rests. Black. Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11.
381049 $449.95

Show your sophisticated style with classic dress & dressage boots from DressageExtensions.com/TallBoots
KASK's patented self-adapting adjustment system in a carbon look, allows the helmet to fit the rider’s head perfectly and automatically by gently cradling the back of the head. A clever venting system with two honeycomb-like aeration grids integrated in the polystyrene provides a high level of cooling airflow for optimal comfort.

KASK KOOKI HELMET**
Style, coverage and comfort in perfect harmony. A unique equestrian helmet beautifully suited to everyday riding, it has a clean, sleek, low-profile look that transitions easily from the schooling ring to the show ring for riders in every discipline. Soft eco-leather chin strap. Black/matte. Sizes 6¾-7¾. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
360017 $449.00

KASK HELMET SIZES
6 3/8-51cm 6 7/8 -55cm 7 3/8-59cm
6 1/2-52cm 7 - 56cm 7 1/2-60cm
6 5/8-53cm 7 1/8 - 57cm 7 5/8-61cm
6 3/4-54cm 7 1/4 - 58cm 7 3/4-62cm

KASK DOGMA HUNTER HELMET**
Technological excellence and elegant styling. KASK’s patented self-adapting adjusting system allows an automatic fit for the rider. Inner shell has three levels of densities to offer shock protection with a lightweight feel. Two aeration grids built in the polystyrene for high volume of cooling airflow. Black. Sizes 6¾-7¾. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36933 $599.00

KASK KOOKI HELMET LINER
Black. Sizes 6¾-7¾.
360018 $65.00

KASK DOGMA II INNER PADDING
Easily replaceable liner fits into the outer shell of a KASK helmet allowing for perfect fit, maximum comfort and hygiene. Machine washable. Sizes 6¾-7¾.
36750 $75.00

ANTARÈS HELMET**
Made in France with a fine French leather harness, an ABS plastic outer shell with venting system and an EPS inner shell. It comes with two kits of breathable, washable OEKO-TEX® liners to be used to achieve an optimal fit whether you have a round or oval head shape. Black. Sizes S(6¾-6¾-6¾-7); M(7-7¾-7¾-7¾). **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36991 $420.00

Find your perfect helmet at DressageExtensions.com/Helmets
Samshield’s top-of-the-line styles blend elegance with modern technologies. Improved discreet ventilation creates riding helmets with exceptional comfort.

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning**

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

Samshield’s top-of-the-line styles blend elegance with modern technologies. Improved discreet ventilation creates riding helmets with exceptional comfort.

**SAMSHIELD® SHADOWMATT® HELMET**
Sophisticated design with exceptional ventilation. Alcantara® outer shell is made of a versatile material that is luxurious and water-resistant. Covered in a durable, scratch-resistant paint that maintains its great look. Inner shell is made of polystyrene. A removable and washable memory foam liner conforms comfortably to the head and won’t compress. Soft leather around the harness offers a secure, comfortable fit. Black, navy. Sizes 6½-7¾.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36553   $549.00

**SAMSHIELD® REPLACEMENT HELMET LINER**
Make the inside of your Samshield Helmet just like new! Replacement liner is designed to replace your existing liner for a fresh feeling. Fits all Samshield helmets. Black. Sizes 6⅝-7⅞.
36382   $69.00

**SAMSHIELD® PREMIUM HELMET**
No pressure on forehead for greater comfort. Memory foam liner conforms to your head and won’t compress. Incredible airflow is funneled under the visor and through the durable, polycarbonate shell. Soft leather around the harness. Outer shell is made of Alcantara®, a luxurious and water-resistant material. Memory foam liner is removable, washable and replaceable. Black/Alcantara/matte black. Sizes 6½-7¾. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36552   $690.00

**SAMSHIELD® MISS SHIELD SHADOWMATT® HELMET**
Long visor and incredible technical features. Inspired by classic women’s hats it offers all the technical features of a Samshield helmet—better dissipation of the energy produced upon impact, exceptional ventilation and perfect size adjustment for comfort. Black. Sizes 6½-7¾. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36674   $650.00

**SAMSHIELD® REPLACEMENT HELMET LINER**
Make the inside of your Samshield Helmet just like new! Replacement liner is designed to replace your existing liner for a fresh feeling. Fits all Samshield helmets. Black. Sizes 6⅝-7⅞.
36382   $69.00

**PARTNERS IN performance | HELMETS**
Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product's manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

NEW! ONE K™ DEFENDER CELESTIAL HELMET
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
360068 $449.95

NEW! ONE K™ DEFENDER SUEDE HELMET**
One K features polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite outer shell, is washable, quick-dry, moisture-wicking and has anti-microbial liner. Includes stainless steel mesh and comfort-padded harness with synthetic suede lining and hook and loop adjustment with Fastex buckle. Includes two side, two front, one back and two center stripe vents. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36566 $325.00

ONE K™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**
Lightweight, well-ventilated and comfortable, it features a lustrous injection-molded outer shell comprised of polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite. Removable liner is washable, antimicrobial, wicking and quick-drying. Includes padded harness with synthetic suede lining, hook-and-loop adjustment and a Fastex buckle with integrated stainless steel mesh vents for cooling comfort. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36565 $285.00

ONE K™ DEFENDER ROSE GOLD STRIPE HELMET**
Features a pretty rose gold stripe and logo on matte black polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer shell. Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold. Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36716 $300.00

ONE K™ DEFENDER AIR SUEDE HELMET**
Air pump system for the ultimate in comfort and fit. Three hidden air pockets in the helmet liner inflate to a desired fit when a concealed air pump is depressed. Polycarbonate and advanced ABS injection molded outer shell covered in Chamude® synthetic suede and 7 steel mesh-covered vents. Padded harness with synthetic suede lining, hook-and-loop adjustment and Fastex buckle. Washable, quick-dry, moisture-wicking, antimicrobial liner. Black. Sizes S-XL.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36567 $375.00

ONE K™ DEFENDER HELMET LINER
Two shells make up all sizes. The base shells are Medium and Large. Use the Medium size helmet with a Small or X-Small liner to change the fit of the Medium helmet into a Small or X-Small. Use the Large size helmet with an X-Large or XX-Large liner to change the fit to XL-Large or XX-Large. Sizes XS-XXL.
36446 $29.95

Find your perfect helmet at DressageExtensions.com/Helmets

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
**ONE K™ MIPS® CCS AVANCE WIDE BRIM HELMET**

The most advanced brain protection technology available. The Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS) adds protection against rotational motion transmitted to the brain from angled impacts to the head. ABS outer shell with cooling vents. Removable, washable liner. Black. Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36887   $345.00

**ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE WIDE BRIM HELMET**

Features a matte black polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer shell with a new wide brim for additional coverage from the sun. Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

A. ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE WIDE BRIM HELMET

Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36715   $300.00

B. ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE ROSE GOLD WIDE BRIM HELMET

Eye-catching rose gold stripe and logo on matte black polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer shell with a new wide brim for coverage from the sun. Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold. Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36759   $339.95
**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning**

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helments offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.

Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the products manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

CHARLES OWEN HALO MIPS® HELMET**
Marries stunning style with the advanced brain protection technology called the Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS). With three certifications to international equestrian safety standards, it also boasts a 360° ventilation system for cooling airflow. Luxuriously thick padding and a washable headband. Extra headbands sold separately. Black/black gloss ring, Sizes 6¾-7½. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36969 $599.00
Headband 36973 $32.00

CHARLES OWEN AYR8® PLUS HELMET**
Advanced technology, low-profile with gently rounded brim. All of the features of the popular original with the added benefit of a removable, washable headband. Microfiber suede side panels with a mesh center maximize airflow through 12 apertures. Soft, leather-look harness with GRpx® technology has scientifically designed grippers. Removable, washable headband is embedded with silver ions for antimicrobial protection. Extra headbands sold separately. Black/black. Sizes 6¾-7½. United Kingdom. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36703 $549.00
Round-Fit 36704 $549.00
Headband 36960 $28.00

NEW! CHARLES OWEN 2-IN-1 HELMET CLEANER & DEODORIZER
Eco-friendly formula cleans and deodorizes helmet interiors and liners in a one-pump action spray. Lemon and grapefruit scent. 250ml.
360067 $16.00

CHARLES OWEN LUNA HELMET**
36971 $299.00
Headband 36974 $32.00

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning**
Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.

Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helments offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.

Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the products manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helments offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale.

Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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TIPPERARY™ ROYAL HELMET**
Sizes S(6⅜-6¾), M(6⅞-7⅛), L(7¼-7⅝). **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36788D $229.99
X-Small Wide Brim - Matte black/black gloss. Size XS(6⅔-6¾).
36788E $169.99

TIPPERARY™ DEVON TRADITIONAL BRIM HELMET WITH MIPS**
An elegant choice which combines low-profile geometry with advanced brain protection technology. Unmatched for a customized fit, the Tipperary Retention System works in concert with MIPS. It is seamlessly and discreetly integrated into the helmet, providing a snug, comfortable fit that can be adjusted for hair styles. It also accommodates various head shapes. Black/sparkle, black/black. Sizes M(6⅜-7⅜), L(7¼-7⅝).
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36988 $429.99
Wide Brim - Same features as above, with wide brim.
36989 $429.99

TIPPERARY™ WINDSOR HELMET WITH MIPS**
Leading-edge helmet technology with style and comfort. High-density ABS shell with Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS). MIPS low friction liner sits inside the helmet shell and moves independently from the helmet. The Tipperary Retention System™, unmatched for customized fit, works in concert with MIPS. Modified or traditional brim, six strategically located cooling vents and removable, washable liner. Extra liners sold separately. Sizes S(6⅜-6¾), M(6⅞-7⅛), L(7¼-7⅝).
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
Modified brim. Black matte/chrome/crocodile, black matte/rose gold, black matte/smoke chrome.
36834 $399.99
Traditional brim. Black matte/black chrome.
36923 $399.99
Liner. 36838 $24.99

NEW! TIPPERARY™ ULTRA HELMET**
Show-ready, low-profile style featuring a comfort-fit system. With the adjustable Tipperary Retention System™, it accommodates many head shapes and provides a customized, snug fit that can even be changed if the rider’s hair style changes. Six strategically located cooling vents channel airflow discreetly. A removable, washable and replaceable comfort liner featuring quick-dry mesh helps keep things fresh inside, and the matte exterior is easy to wipe clean. Matte black/rose gold, matte black/matte black.
Sizes S(6½-6¾), M(6¾-7½), L(7¼-7½). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI certified.
36990 $179.99
HAUKE SCHMIDT RIENSENBECK OIL TAC® LEATHER GLOVES
Made in Germany. Woven nylon material with Pittards® Oil Tac leather on the palm hand for a perfect grip, even in humid weather. Mocha.
Sizes 6-8½, 9.
39237 $120.00

HAUKE SCHMIDT ARABELLA GLOVES
Made in Germany. With unique stretch material at the knuckles, a perfect fit is assured. The innovative finishing treatment of the leather keeps it comfortable even at highest strain. Perfect for schooling or show. Black, navy, white, light brown. 6-8½, 9.
39235 $90.00

HAUKE SCHMIDT FINEST II OIL TAC® LEATHER GLOVES
Made in Germany. Pittards® Oil Tac technology enhances grip in all conditions. Polymers rise to the surface to replenish and maintain grip. Mocha/light brown, black. Sizes 6-8½, 9.
39236 $90.00

HAUKE SCHMIDT FOREVER GLOVES
Made in Germany. Handmade of Pittards® Armotan leather. The leather structure is made of special fiber encased by “Armour plates”, which is more resistant to abrasion and increases the durability of the leather. Black, gray/black.
Sizes 6-9.
39245 $90.00

HAUKE SCHMIDT GALAXY GLOVES
Made in Germany. An elegant riding glove made of finest sheep leather. Smooth but durable leather ensures a perfect fit. This glove keeps its wearing comfort even at highest strain. White, navy, black. Sizes 6-9.
39244 $90.00

HAUKE SCHMIDT FINEST II OIL TAC® LEATHER GLOVES
Made in Germany. Pittards® Oil Tac technology enhances grip in all conditions. Polymers rise to the surface to replenish and maintain grip. Mocha/light brown, black. Sizes 6-8½, 9.
39236 $90.00

ROECKL® ROECK-GRIP® LIGHT WEIGHT GLOVES
39240 $59.95

ROECKL® ROECK-GRIP® LITE UNISEX GLOVES
Top quality German design. Features exclusive Roeck-Grip synthetic leather for a polished look and exceptional feel. Touch screen compatibility provides optimal convenience as you won’t have to remove your glove to use your smartphone. Slim and stylish with textured palms for grip and VELCRO® brand back closures with subtle branding. Washable. Gray, navy, white, black, mocha/brown, black/brown. Sizes 6, 6½-9.
3959 $59.95

ROECKL® MUENSTER GLOVES
39239 $75.95

UVEX VENTRAXXION GLOVES
4-D stretch material guarantees a superb fit. Stretchy fabric inserts and perforations on the fingers for ventilation. Touchscreen compatible, optimized for long manicured fingernails! Black, brown, navy. Sizes 6/7, 7/8, 8/9, 9/10, 10/11.
39261 $43.00

HORZE EVELYN BREATHABLE GLOVES
Comfort and style. Breathable, stretchable gloves help you grip the reins in the heat and humidity. The palms are extra flexible and offer superior performance when driving or riding. White, black. Sizes 6-10.
39303 $34.99

MADE IN GERMANY

Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation
SSG® GRAND PRIX RIDING GLOVE WITH CRYSTALS
39015 $49.95

SSG® DIGITAL RIDING GLOVES
Digital pattern proven to increase grip and improve wear. The ultimate in feel, grip, breathability and durability. White, black, navy, brown. Unisex sizes 6-10; 7½.
39058 $39.95

HERITAGE TACKIFIED PERFORMANCE GLOVES
Made of comfortable Spandura® material, featuring a tackified digital leather palm for superior grip. Includes a patented rein cut™ design and double stitched seams with double thumb layer. Black/black, black/white, white/white. Sizes 6-10.
39175 $39.95

HERITAGE PERFORMANCE GLOVES
39250 $30.95

HERITAGE TACKIFIED PRO-AIR GLOVES
39055 $45.95

HERITAGE TACKIFIED SHOW GLOVES
Mold to the shape of your hand and give an excellent grip. Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-9.
3948 $35.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ PERFECT FIT COOL MESH GLOVES
3980 $25.95

SSG® HYBRID GLOVES
Cabretta leather back with a synthetic Aquasuede® palm. This glove has excellent breathability, durability and comfort. White, black, brown. Unisex sizes 6-10; 7½.
39059 $42.95

SSG® GRAND PRIX RIDING GLOVE
Superior grip whether wet or dry. Aquasuede® palm for a feather touch is breathable yet durable. Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-10.
39078 $33.95

SGG® TECHNICAL GLOVES
Superior grip whether wet or dry. Aquasuede® palm for a feather touch is breathable yet durable. Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-10.
39080 $33.95
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C4 PRINT BELT WITH BUCKLE
Perfect for the rigors of riding and made to be cut for your unique, perfect fit. Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) stands up to any weather and is animal-friendly, earth-friendly and 100% recyclable. Easy clean in dishwasher. New colors rescue, expensive. Horse on the loose, unicorn on the loose, bit white, bit black, navy foxes, corgi, baby blue bits, horse heads. Cut to size. USA.

41440 $42.00

PIKEUR® BRAIDED BELT
Pretty practical, this slightly stretchy braided belt is highlighted by a shimmer of crystal in the weave. Finished with a silver-tone buckle. Arrives in a box perfect for storage or gift giving. 1” wide. New color anthracite. Black. Sizes 75cm, 85cm. Imported.

41991 $73.50

TORY LEATHER STIRRUP BELT
1¼” bridle leather stitched belt with a stainless steel English spur buckle. Black. Sizes 24”-40”. USA.

41374 $59.95

USG MAGIC STRETCH BELT
From USG belt collections, a practical finish to any outfit, in or out of the saddle. 1¼” wide. Black/gray/beige, black, navy, navy/gray. Sizes XS(70cm), S(80cm), M(90cm), L(100cm), XL(110cm), XXL(120cm) measured end to end excluding buckle. Made in Germany.

41820 $30.00

We have more classic & whimsical belts at DressageExtensions.com/Belts

EQUI-LOGIC
COVER YOUR ASSETS
Best Seller!
Equestrian underwear for
women. CoolMax® padded seat protects
tail bone and wicks moisture from skin
to prevent chafing. Cotton Lycra® for
comfort fit. Lace elastic waist and legs,
so no panty lines. White. Sizes S(22-24), M(26-28), L(30+).
350860 $39.95

Undergarments cannot be returned or exchanged, please call for sizing assistance.

ANDIAMO!
ANDIAMO! PADDED BRIEF
Padded underwear adds comfort for the
rider. Features a padded, no-seam crotch,
in super lightweight Hydrotech fabric
that wicks away moisture. White, black. Sizes XS(18-21), S(22-26), M(27-31),
L(32-36), XL(37-40).
350892 $25.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED SHORTY
Black, purple, white. Sizes XS(2-6), M(8-10),
L/XL(12-16).
350704 $89.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED MEN'S SHORTY
White, purple, black. Sizes S(EU 48-50),
M(EU 50-52), L/XL(EU 52-56).
350705 $89.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED PANTY
Black, white, purple, nude. Sizes S(2-6), M(8-10),
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
350703 $59.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® SEAMLESS PANTY
White, purple, black, nude. Sizes S(2-6), M(8-10),
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
350702 $29.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED SHORTY
White, purple, black. Sizes S(EU 48-50),
M(EU 50-52), L/XL(EU 52-56).
350705 $89.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED PANTY
White, purple, black, nude. Sizes S(2-6), M(8-10),
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
350702 $29.95

FITS® WUNDERBREECH™
A shape flattering blend of cotton, poly
and Lycra® in a capri length. Incorporates
a seamless, gusseted crotch for maximum
comfort and is cooler than full length
designs that bulk under boots. You'll like
them so much you'll want to wear
them every time you ride, whether you
are wearing white breeches or not. White,
beige. Sizes XS-XL.
35687 $42.99

ENELL SPORTS BRA
Patented design provides superior
support and comfort. Wide non-stretch
straps distribute weight to reduce
shoulder fatigue. Wide elastic band and
motion control neckline eliminate up
and down movement. The fabric wicks
away moisture to keep you cool. White.
Sizes 0-4. Size chart for measurements
at DressageExtensions.com
202322 $79.95

EQUI-LOGIC
COVER YOUR ASSETS
Best Seller!
Equestrian underwear for
women. CoolMax® padded seat protects
tail bone and wicks moisture from skin
to prevent chafing. Cotton Lycra® for
comfort fit. Lace elastic waist and legs,
so no panty lines. White. Sizes S(22-24), M(26-28), L(30+).
350860 $39.95

“Every rider should
be wearing them...”
– Carl Hester MBE
Discover Luxurious LeMieux at DressageExtensions.com/LeMieux

**LEMIEUX® PROKIT BRIDLE BAG**
Well designed and convenient Luxury ShowKit bridle bag will carry multiple bridles with ease. Black.
Size 30" H x 4.1" W x 2.2" L.
33886 $49.95

**LEMIEUX® PROKIT HAT & BOOT BAG**
Luxurious bag lets you travel in style while giving you much more functionality than an average boot bag. Large front compartment allows storage of other tack or show attire to carry in one handy luggage piece. Black, navy. 23.6" H x 13.7" W x 13" L.
33884 $59.95

**LEMIEUX® SADDLE PAD WASH BAG**
Keeps your pad as well as your washing machine clean and horse hair free. Black. Size 29" H x 31" W.
33928 $21.95

**LEMIEUX® PROKIT SADDLE COVER**
Ingenious saddle cover made of durable polyester outer with soft fleece lining. Features elastic adjustable drawstring, a lower slot to put girth straps through and an over-sleeve to store your girth.
150175 $39.95

**LEMIEUX® GROOMING BAG**
Durable, stylish grooming bag for carrying and storing your essentials, outer pockets and multiple internal compartments. Black. 11.8" H x 9.8" W x 15" L.
33927 $57.95

Established by former Olympic rider Robert Lemieux and his wife, Lisa. The couple collaborates with a close design team and top riders to create top quality products at a reasonable price.
NEW! ROMFH® HELMET CASE
Carry, store and protect your helmet in this handsome and durable case. 420D diamond-weave ripstop nylon outer, lined interior and 100 grams of poly fill padding. Interior and exterior accessory pockets. Full zip, carry handle, name tag window and logo patch. Romfh logo check. 4”L x 9.5”W x 11”D. Imported. 330826 $29.95

NEW! ROMFH® TALL BOOT BAG
A stylish way to carry and protect your riding boots. Constructed with a durable 420D diamond-weave ripstop nylon outer, lined interior and 100 grams of poly fill padding. Top handle, cushioned shoulder strap and exterior accessory pocket. Romfh logo check. 24.5”L x 8.5”W x 10”D. Imported. 330827 $49.95

NEW! ROMFH® GARMENT BAG
A traditional carrying solution to transport and protect your show clothes in classic style. Durable 420D diamond-weave ripstop nylon outer, lined interior and 100 grams of poly fill padding. Secures with a foldover clip and carries with a shoulder strap. Romfh logo check. 35”L x 27”W. Imported. 330828 $49.95

Noble Equestrian™ Ringside™ Pack
Adjustable shoulder straps are padded. Tough, water-repellent 600 denier polyester canvas with a heavy-duty interior coating. Helmet compartment, main compartment, exterior pocket and mesh pockets. 18”H x 12”W x 16”L. Imported. 330037 $119.95

Noble Equestrian™ Horseplay Backpack
Durable 600 denier 100% polyester canvas fabric with water-repellent finish. Mesh-lined helmet pouch, crop clip, padded tablet compartment and stretch water bottle pocket. 15½”H x 11”W x 6½”D. Imported. Navy/navy, black/loden. 330038 $79.95
Black/tan. 33474 $79.95

Noble Equestrian™ Ringside™ Pack
Created to deliver style, comfort and athletic performance benefits to riders. Romfh represents classic, no-nonsense, tasteful equestrian fashion in great color palettes and soft microfiber fabrics.
STOCK TIES

A. EQUI-LOGIC SEERSUCKER STOCK TIE
Ruffled seersucker fabric with fine silver threads. White/silver.
202711 $35.95

B. EQUI-LOGIC SMOOTH FINISH STOCK TIE
Ruffled piqué fabric. 100% cotton. White.
202692 $35.95

C. EQUI-LOGIC TIE ONE ON STOCK TIE
Ruffled poly-cotton poplin. Pre-tied. VELCRO® brand closure. White.
202712 $32.95

D. EQUI-LOGIC FLORAL EYELET STOCK TIE
Ruffled tie with traditional eyelets in a floral pattern. White.
202705 $32.95

E. EQUI-LOGIC SILVER SATIN STOCK TIE
202706 $35.95

F. EQUI-LOGIC RUFFLED STOCK TIE WITH PIPING
202709 $35.95

G. EQUI-LOGIC EUROPEAN POPLIN STOCK TIE
Cotton poplin tie with inset of colored ribbon in the front and black piping. VELCRO® brand closure. White/black.
202694 $39.95

H. EQUETECH ZODIACK DELUXE STOCK TIE
Hand-made, featuring rows of clear and black diamond shaped crystals on the collar. White.
202829 $55.95

J. EQUETECH DIAMOND BROCADE STOCK TIE
202827 $55.95

K. ROMFH® MICROFIBER BLING STOCK TIE
Pre-tied with clear crystals along front band, adjustable snap neck collar and an inner Chill-factor™ panel to help keep you cool and comfortable. Smooth matte micro-weave feels silky with a neat, crisp appearance. White.
202617 $49.95

L. ROMFH® CHILL FACTOR™ PRE-TIED STOCK TIE
The pre-tied lightweight, moisture-wicking fabric helps keep your neck cool while you ride. Designed for a classic stock tie look without the fuss. White.
200487 $34.95

M. EQUI-LOGIC MEN’S WIDE NECK TIE
202713 $30.95

ALL TIED UP FANCY STOCK TIE
Hand-sewn in the USA in exquisite, easy-care fabric. Ideal for dressage, it’s tastefully embellished to eliminate need for a stock pin. Stays put with hook-and-loop closure. Multi pearl white, black ribbon, pearl single, flower.
NEW DESIGNS: Black lucid, navy lucid, snow, sparkle.
202137 $59.95

ALL TIED UP STOCK TIE
201229 $55.95

Call, Email or Chat / DressageExtensions.com/Chat, our team is here to help! | 800.303.7849
**SHOWQUEST SWAROVSKI® BUN NET**  
Strong elastic bun net with genuine Swarovski® crystals. An elegant clean look under a helmet.  
Clear or black crystals.  
36884 $18.95

**OVATION® PREMIUM SHOW BOW**  
Satin and velvet-textured bow features a strong hair clip and net pouch to keep hair tidy under a helmet. Crystals add an elegant sparkle to your look.  
Navy gem floral, black gem twist, black gem floral.  
36123 $12.95

**HAIR NET BUN COVER**  
Crocheted hair net with spring clips, wraps around your bun and keeps your hair securely in place. Diamond rhinestones add an elegant touch.  
Black, white, navy, taupe.  
36217 $31.95

**NYLON HAIR NET**  
Two per package.  
Black, blonde, light brown, medium brown, dark brown.  
3645 $5.95

**HEAVYWEIGHT HAIR NET**  
Helps keep hair out of your way and securely in place. Perfect for riders with unruly hair. A must-have for show season.  
2/pkg.  
Blonde, dark brown, black, medium brown, dirty blonde.  
36051 $7.95

**RWR® NO KNOT HAIRNET**  
Pull on, Pull up, done! No pins, no knots. No-knot construction means no uncomfortable lumps inside your helmet.  
Black, blonde, dark brown, medium brown, auburn, dirty blonde.  
3660 $10.95

**EQUETECH CELTIC STOCK PIN**  
Pin has smoked crystals and safety clasp to back. Nickel-free. CZ stones. 2”.  
202846 $26.95

**EQUETECH LOCKET STOCK PIN**  
Beautiful pin with lock loops design featuring crystals with safety clasp in back. 2”.  
202826 $26.95

**EQUETECH INFINITY STOCK TIE PIN**  
Delicate inset crystals add sparkle and elegance to this brooch-style piece that would look lovely with a stock tie or your favorite scarf. Nickel-free. CZ stones. 2”.  
202824 $26.95

**EQUETECH SILVER KNOT STOCK PIN**  
Sterling Silver plated double knot design pin in classic in style and finishes off your competition attire. This pin has a strong safety clasp and sharp pin. Silver, gold. 2”.  
202825 $26.95

**EQUETECH GOLD-PLATED SNAFFLE STOCK PIN**  
Gold Plated Snaffle bit design. Strong safety clasp and sharp pin. 2”.  
202851 $26.95

---

**Sophisticated show ring style at DressageExtensions.com/Show**
**TEMPI H MONOFLAP DRESSAGE SADDLE**
Eliminates a layer of leather to provide close contact. Specially treated buffalo hide and cowhide assist with seat and leg security. Deep, supportive seat has a narrow twist and a balanced design to aid in shoulder-hip-heel alignment. Exterior thigh blocks. 100% natural wool flocked panels are full weight-bearing to optimize comfort. Wide channel encourages and enables healthy spinal and vertebrae processes in the horse. Open pommel head is suitable for high-withered horses. Beechwood laminate spring tree carries a lifetime guarantee. Black. Sizes 17”-18” medium, wide, x-wide.

**ARENA DRESSAGE SADDLE**

**ACAVALLO ORTHO COCCYX GEL IN DRI-LEX® DRESSAGE SEAT SAVER PAD**
Designed to help riding discomfort on coccyx, pubis or seat bones. Recess in the rear of the seat helps ease pressure around the rider's tailbone and seat bones. Gel In design features a Dri-Lex® surface that covers the gel with a breathable, fine mesh material for traction and a soft feel. 20mm gel. Black. Sizes medium 16”-16 ½”; large 17”-17½”.

**BATES ARTISTE DRESSAGE SADDLE**
Luxe leather from the finest calf-leather in the world. SweetSpot guides the rider to a neutral position for complete balance with your horse. Ergonomic stirrup bar and adjustable front and rear Flexiblocs. Synergy panel provides ultimate freedom for horse to perform to full potential. Y-girthing for optimal saddle stability. Elastiflex tree, supported by HART-Horse and Rider Technology—with EASY-CHANGE™ Gullet and Riser. Classic black, classic brown. Sizes 0(16½”-17”), 1(17”-17½”), 2(17½”-18”).

**BATES ISABEL SADDLE**

**ACAVALLO ORTHO COCCYX GEL IN DRI-LEX® DRESSAGE SEAT SAVER PAD**
Designed to help riding discomfort on coccyx, pubis or seat bones. Recess in the rear of the seat helps ease pressure around the rider's tailbone and seat bones. Gel In design features a Dri-Lex® surface that covers the gel with a breathable, fine mesh material for traction and a soft feel. 20mm gel. Black. Sizes medium 16”-16 ½”; large 17”-17½”.

**15876  $3075.00**
BUFFALO SINGLE FLAP
DRESSAGE SADDLE
in Black/Silver

CUSTOM SADDLERY STEFFEN’S
ADVANTAGE BUFFALO SINGLE FLAP
DRESSAGE SADDLE
Designed with the rider’s position in mind. Buffalo and
buffalo premium full-grain leathers. Deep, supportive
seat with narrow twist. Large knee rolls softly guide
leg position. Extended stirrup bars. 100% natural
imported wool panels; wide gullet. Open pommel head
ideal for high-withered horses. Wooden spring tree.
Black/London tan stitching and welting, black/black
stitching and welting, black/silver stitching and welting.
Sizes 17”, 17½”, 18”, medium or wide.
15907 $3695.00

CUSTOM SADDLERY STEFFEN’S
ADVANTAGE SMOOTH MONOFLAP
DRESSAGE SADDLE
Exceptional close contact, grip Buffalo leather flaps and
extra tactile Buffalo on the seat. Deep seat, narrow twist
and your choice of long or short blocks. Anatomically
shaped wood spring tree with an open pommel provides
excellent fit for average to high-withered horses and is
suited to shorter backs. 100% natural imported wool-
flocked panels with the closest fit only a mono-flap can
offer. Narrow twist and external thigh blocks. Standard
16” flap. Available in short or long block, seat sizes
17”-18” and medium and wide trees. For available sizes,
visit DressageExtensions.com.
15906 $3295.00

CUSTOM SADDLERY WOLFGANG
SIGNATURE SOLO DRESSAGE SADDLE
Extra-soft supple cowhide on the skirts and flaps, with
extra grip tactile cowhide on the seat and thigh blocks.
Squared-off cantle is simple and elegant. Choose from
long thigh blocks or shorter thigh blocks. Narrow twist
and extended stirrup bars, natural 100% wool-flocked
panels, anatomically correct wood-spring tree fits a
variety of shapes. Split panel covers a broader area and
offers more shoulder freedom. Self-adjusting V-billet
and point strap. Short or long block, seat sizes 17”-18”
and narrow, medium, medium-wide and wide trees.
Standard flap length is 16” (petite 15” or long 17”
available by special order).
15573 $2995.00
**LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET**
23320 $55.95

**LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN POLO BANDAGES**
Satin fabric detailing embellishes these beautiful exercise bandages made from the highest quality fleece to avoid pulling. Set of four polo wraps comes in a zippered case. Ice blue, black, white, navy, ink blue, mulberry. 12½'L.
26045 $59.95

**LEMIEUX® POLO WRAPS**
Luxury wraps make beautiful exercise bandages. Made of the highest quality pill-resistant fleece. Set of four comes with zippered carry case. Ice blue, gray, black, white, navy, mulberry. 12½'L.
26038 $47.95

**LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET**
23491 $55.95

**New Colors**
Mist, wisteria, kiwi.

**New Colors**
Mist, wisteria, kiwi.

**New Colors**
Mist, wisteria, kiwi.
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**LEMIEUX’ SUEDE DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
Designed to fit a wide range of dressage saddles with its high wither cut, elasticized D-ring tabs and LeMieux’s signature girth protection area. Beautiful suede top and breathable bamboo lining. Ink blue, mulberry, black, navy, white, gray, ice blue. 21½” spine; 22” drop.  
190236 $75.95  
**New Colors** Wisteria, mist, kiwi. 190936 $75.95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ink Blue</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Ink Blue" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulberry</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Mulberry" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Black" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Navy" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="White" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Gray" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Blue</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Ice Blue" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEMIEUX’ MERINO+ HALF-LINED DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
Retains softness and shape with daily wear. Lambswool is combined with an integrated backing fabric to retain softness after washing. Quilted top, contoured spine, high-density merino wool panels and girth loops. Black/black, white/natural, navy/navy; 23½” spine; 21” drop.  
190399 $198.95

**LEMIEUX’ PRO-SORB PLAIN HALF PAD**
A simple solution to adjusting saddle fit. Place shock-absorbing Closed Cell Elastomeric Nitrile Rubber Foam create a front riser, back riser or to correct bilateral imbalance. Can be used to add another layer of shock absorption. Set of four 13mm thick insert pads with an extra set of four 9mm thick pads. Black. Medium 19.7”; spine; 7.9” drop. Large 20.7”; spine; 8.8” drop.  
190241 $98.95

**LEMIEUX’ CARBON MESH AIR DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
Ultra-breathable, lightweight and anti-bacterial with split-level 3D mesh retains and exchanges air while the integrated carbon nano fibers aid in vapor transfer. Bamboo lining ensures optimum sweat and moisture management. Gray, black, navy, white. 25.2” spine; 23.6” drop.  
190433 $95.95

**LEMIEUX’ LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
190391 $98.95

**LEMIEUX’ LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
190391 $98.95

**LEMIEUX’ LOIRE SATIN MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE PAD**
Colorful and sophisticated. Pad is made of woven satin fabric with an understated sheen that gives sophistication to your look. Features memory foam collar to support front of saddle. Includes matching cording on edge and embossed metal motif. Ice blue, black, navy, white, gray. 22” spine; 21½” drop.  
190473 $119.95

**LEMIEUX’ PRO-SORB COTTON DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
Contoured, high wither swan neck design allows freedom of motion at the withers. Super-soft bamboo lining absorbs and controls sweat under the saddle. Girth straps with an optional inner locking loop help prevent slipping. Contoured D-ring straps for breastplate attachments. White, black. 21½” spine; 22.8” drop.  
190277 $75.95

**LEMIEUX’ PRO-SORB COTTON DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD**
Contoured, high wither swan neck design allows freedom of motion at the withers. Super-soft bamboo lining absorbs and controls sweat under the saddle. Girth straps with an optional inner locking loop help prevent slipping. Contoured D-ring straps for breastplate attachments. White, black. 21½” spine; 22.8” drop.  
190277 $75.95

**Partners in performance**
NEW! PS OF SWEDEN SIGNATURE POLO WRAPS
Beautiful quality, anti-pilling fleece wraps close securely with Velcro® brand fasteners. Decorative fabric and logo emblem top the closure. Set of 4. 11’6” (3.5m) long.
Black, white. 26145  $59.00
Wine. 26146  $59.00

NEW! PS OF SWEDEN SIGNATURE EAR BONNETS
Black, navy. 23501  $59.00
Wine. 23502  $59.00

NEW! PS OF SWEDEN SIGNATURE DRESSAGE PAD
Unique front stop-cushions keep this pad in place under the saddle. Anatomic shape with extra space at withers. Dirt-repellent top fabric with signature PS quilting and an uplifting quote: “Ride softly, love completely” on spine. Antibacterial, moisture-wicking and quick-dry lining. Horse size.
White, black. 190954  $119.00
Blue horizon, wine. 190955  $119.00

Since 2013, PS of Sweden has set the benchmark for ergonomic, anatomically fitted horse equipment and luxurious collections for the rider. Many of their designs are now standard in the equestrian world and PS of Sweden continues to push equestrian fashion forward and provide riders with the best products on the market.

NEW! PS OF SWEDEN SIGNATURE POLO WRAPS
Beautiful quality, anti-pilling fleece wraps close securely with Velcro® brand fasteners. Decorative fabric and logo emblem top the closure. Set of 4. 11’6” (3.5m) long.
Black, white. 26145  $59.00
Wine. 26146  $59.00
NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® VELVET DRESSAGE PAD
191120  $114.95

NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® VELVET POLO WRAPS
High-quality, mid-weight Polar Fleece resists pilling. Velvet trims strong Velcro® brand fastener. Set of 4 in zipped case. Emerald, bordeaux, dark green. 128” x 5”.
26167  $65.95

NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® WELLINGTON VELVET FLY VEIL
Breathable hand-knitted with velvet details has stretchy, slim-fit ear covers. Extended neck piece prevents it from slipping. Dark green, bordeaux, emerald. Horse size.
23505  $89.95

NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® WELLINGTON VELVET STONE & PEARL FLY VEIL
23506  $99.95

NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® PEARL DRESSAGE PAD
Elegant pad is breathable, soft and cushioning. Horizontal quilting accented by petite faux pearls. Contoured shape, girth loops, and room for monogram. Navy, black, brown, white. 23” spine; 21.5” drop.
191116  $184.95

NEW! PEARL POLO WRAPS
Mid-weight, high-quality Polar Fleece resists pilling. Tonal faux pearls trim Velcro® brand fasteners. Set of 4 comes in a zipped case. Navy, black, brown, white. 128” x 5”.
26166  $79.95

NEW! KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR® WELLINGTON STONE & PEARL FLY VEIL
Breathable hand-knitted with velvet details has stretchy, slim-fit ear covers. Extended neck piece prevents it from slipping. Dark green, bordeaux, emerald. Horse size.
NEW! KAVALKADE KAVALEASY RHINESTONE DRESSAGE PAD
A firm, quilted saddle pad offering sophisticated style. Rhinestones and a satin border decorate the edge. The contoured spine offers a secure fit, while the lining absorbs sweat. Billet straps and girth loops boost security. Poly/cotton. Black, white, navy. Size, horse. 191131 $96.00

NEW! BACK ON TRACK® DRESSAGE PAD
Helps control temperature, provides breathability, distributes pressure and absorbs shock. The quilted cotton outer with has a timeless look ideal for training and competition. Made with pure, 600-gram cotton padded with 200 grams of Welltex® felt. Girth loops add security. White, black, navy. 23.5” spine; 22” drop. 191081 $79.00

SCHOCKEMÖHLE MAGIC STYLE DRESSAGE PAD
Technical lining delivers rapid moisture wicking with a cooling effect. Velvet top has double cording; a pearl chain and faux-fur wither trim. Poly fill cushioning, contoured topline, girth straps and logo. Blue nights, black, wine. 22” spine; 22.44” drop. 190843 $89.95

NEW! ESKADRON® GLOSSY WAVE CONTRAST DRESSAGE PAD
Plush, quilted top has an anti-slip silicone grip in the saddle area. Breathable, Cool-Dry lining and cushioning for comfort. Trimmed with glossy, double-row cording. Girth loops and billet straps. Blackberry, white, dark brown, night blue. 22” spine; 20½” drop. 190882 $159.95

TOKLAT® CLASSIC III LONG DRESSAGE PADS
Featuring a cotton/polyester quilted top, breathable batting and a 100% brushed cotton bottom for nonslip grip. The edges are accented with rolled piping that ends on either side of the leg. Contoured at the withers for a better fit; includes nylon billet straps and girth loops. Machine washable. Black/white, white/black, white/white, navy/white. 23” spine; 42” drop. 19756 $117.95

TOKLAT® TANGO MINI DIAMOND PAD
Coordinating binding and vivid colors gives this pad a fun yet stylish look. The pad features ¾” diamond quilting, 100% cotton top with a flannel bottom, nylon girth strap, VELCRO® brand billet straps and a contoured top line for a comfortable fit. Machine washable and dryer safe. Sea blue, white, black. 22” spine; 43” drop. 190466 $54.95

NEW! KAVALKADE KAVALEASY RHINESTONE DRESSAGE PAD
A firm, quilted saddle pad offering sophisticated style. Rhinestones and a satin border decorate the edge. The contoured spine offers a secure fit, while the lining absorbs sweat. Billet straps and girth loops boost security. Poly/cotton. Black, white, navy. Size, horse. 191131 $96.00

SCHOCKEMÖHLE MAGIC STYLE DRESSAGE PAD
Technical lining delivers rapid moisture wicking with a cooling effect. Velvet top has double cording; a pearl chain and faux-fur wither trim. Poly fill cushioning, contoured topline, girth straps and logo. Blue nights, black, wine. 22” spine; 22.44” drop. 190843 $89.95

NEW! ESKADRON® GLOSSY WAVE CONTRAST DRESSAGE PAD
Plush, quilted top has an anti-slip silicone grip in the saddle area. Breathable, Cool-Dry lining and cushioning for comfort. Trimmed with glossy, double-row cording. Girth loops and billet straps. Blackberry, white, dark brown, night blue. 22” spine; 20½” drop. 190882 $159.95

TOKLAT® CLASSIC III LONG DRESSAGE PADS
Featuring a cotton/polyester quilted top, breathable batting and a 100% brushed cotton bottom for nonslip grip. The edges are accented with rolled piping that ends on either side of the leg. Contoured at the withers for a better fit; includes nylon billet straps and girth loops. Machine washable. Black/white, white/black, white/white, navy/white. 23” spine; 42” drop. 19756 $117.95

TOKLAT® TANGO MINI DIAMOND PAD
Coordinating binding and vivid colors gives this pad a fun yet stylish look. The pad features ¾” diamond quilting, 100% cotton top with a flannel bottom, nylon girth strap, VELCRO® brand billet straps and a contoured top line for a comfortable fit. Machine washable and dryer safe. Sea blue, white, black. 22” spine; 43” drop. 190466 $54.95

46  Easy – Free Economy Shipping on Orders Over $45 | 800.303.7849
TRIMMED TO perfection

A. USG DRESSAGE PAD
Elegantly designed dressage pad with double cord contrasting outer trim. Quilted 100% cotton. Navy/ecru/light blue, white/navy, black/white, dark green/ecru/brown, navy/red/tan, white/white, white/black. 24” spine; 44” drop.
190484 $90.00

B. USG BARONESS DRESSAGE PAD
Best Seller! Luxurious 100% cotton fill and classic quilted top is stylish, comfortable, breathable and moisture-wicking. Elegant rolled piping in contrasting colors with crystal trim. Nylon billet straps, girth loops. White/silver, black/silver. 24” drop; 46” spine. Made in Germany.
190485 $134.00

C. CATAGO® SADDLE PAD
Elegant and timeless diamond quilted saddle pad in a strong and dirt repellent fabric. Features elegant double braided piping and the popular IQ Comfort lining which transports excess heat and sweat away from the horse, and is very soft and comfortable. Navy, white, gray. 23⅜” spine; 21⅝” drop.
190357 $95.00

Explore our full collection of saddle pads at DressageExtensions.com/SaddlePads
C. WINTEC PRO CHAFELESS ELASTIC GIRTH
Easy-Care Equisuede dressage girth. Well padded contoured design with roller buckles. Black. Sizes 24”-34”.
V000217 $80.95

E. LÉTTIA COOLMAX® DRESSAGE GIRTH
Best Seller! The underside of this girth has Coolmax lining that will wick away moisture and keep your horse cool, dry and comfortable.
Made of nylon webbing and 100% cotton fleece with stainless steel roller buckles, heavy-duty elastic at both ends, and billet keepers. Machine washable, hang dry.
Black. Sizes 20”-34”.
02915 $65.95

G. TREVIRA™ CORD DRESSAGE GIRTH
The original soft and comfortable T revira™ cord girth, but improved design for dressage saddles with billet keepers and stainless steel roller buckles. White. Sizes 24”, 26”, 28”.
02094 $44.95

A. KIEFFER NEOPRENE GIRTH WITH ELASTIC CENTER
Soft and flexible, with an inner elastic panel for ultimate fit and comfort. Sweat wicking, quick drying and washable. Stainless steel roller buckles with elastomer bands, making tightening your girth fast and easy. Black. Sizes S(50 cm), M(60 cm), L(70 cm).
02914 $85.00

KIEFFER NEOPRENE GIRTH (not shown).
Same as A. Kieffer Neoprene Girth, but without elastic center. Black.
Sizes 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75(30”), 80cm(32”).
02907 $85.00

B. REPLACEMENT RUBBER
Pack of 4 replacement rubbers for the Kieffer girth. Black.
02908 $7.50

C. WINTEC ELASTIC DRESSAGE GIRTH
Easy care, anti-galling girth. Up to 2” elastic stretch. Black.
Sizes 20”-32”.
0226 $59.95

E. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE GIRTH
Padded with a soft memory foam material that molds to the horse during use, then returns to its original shape. Synthetic, contoured girth. Double elastics and stainless steel roller buckles on both ends allow for extra-easy adjustments, even from the saddle. Black with silver fittings and center d-ring. Black. Sizes 55 cm(22”), 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75cm(30”), 80cm(32”).
02893 $95.00

F. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE GIRTH
Best Seller! The underside of this girth has Coolmax lining that will wick away moisture and keep your horse cool, dry and comfortable.
Made of nylon webbing and 100% cotton fleece with stainless steel roller buckles, heavy-duty elastic at both ends, and billet keepers. Machine washable, hang dry.
Black. Sizes 20”-34”.
02915 $65.95

G. TREVIRA™ CORD DRESSAGE GIRTH
The original soft and comfortable T revira™ cord girth, but improved design for dressage saddles with billet keepers and stainless steel roller buckles. White. Sizes 24”, 26”, 28”.
02094 $44.95

H. TOTAL SADDLE FIT SHAPED SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVER
Genuine sheepskin wool custom fits the Shoulder Relief Girth and other shaped girths. Black. Sizes S(20”-22”), M(24”-26”), L(28”-30”), XL(32”-34”).
02460 $119.95

J. FLEECEWORKS™ SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVER
Lightweight 100% Australian Merino sheepskin girth cover protects your girth and your horse. Fits 4” girth. Black, natural.
02899 Size 22” $84.00
02899A Size 24” $88.00
02899B Size 26” $92.00

EQUI-STRETCH® LONG GIRTH SOCK
Acrylic/Spandex knit cover for girth. Machine washable. Black. Size 34”.
02884 $42.95

OVATION® GIRTH BUCKLE GUARDS
0234 $32.95

OVATION® GIRTH EXTENDER
Adds up to 6” to any girth. Roller buckles. Brown.
0216 $18.95
A. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH™
Brings the next level of intuition to functional girths. The triangular center elastic allows the StretchTec Shoulder Relief Girth to expand with the 1.5 cm chest expansion that horses experience while breathing. It's design allows stretch in a more anatomically friendly way to contour better to a horse’s barrel and provide even contact through the sternum area. Black. Sizes 20”-34”. Optional neoprene liner sold below.
02824 $219.95

B. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC NEOPRENE GIRTH LINER
Natural limestone-based 10mm neoprene liner is made to fit your StretchTec Shoulder Relief Dressage Girth™. Black. Sizes 18”-34”.
02825 $29.95

C. COUNTY LOGIC GIRTH
Best Seller! Anatomically designed to provide clearance for the elbow and to line up with the billets. Prevents the saddle from being pulled down and forward onto the withers. Black (Brown by Special Order). Sizes 22”-36”.
02879 $225.95

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER DRESSAGE GIRTH
Top-of-the-line girth made in Germany with the finest leather. Contoured girth is shaped around the elbows for freedom of movement. Well padded yet thin, it has elastic at both ends and roller buckles for easy use. Black. Sizes 50cm(20”), 55cm(22”), 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75cm(30”), 80cm(32”).
02885 $265.00

E. OVATION® COMFORT DRESSAGE GIRTH
Made of Italian harness leather and is well padded and shaped for your horse’s comfort. Features elastic on both ends, stainless steel roller buckles and girth ring. Black. Sizes 26”-32”.
02199 $154.95

F. WALDHAUSEN EURO PRO GIRTH
Anatomically moulded and softly padded leather. Finest workmanship guarantees best fit and comfort for the horse and prevents chafe marks. Stainless steel roller buckles, elastic inserts at both ends, ring to attach auxiliary reins. Black. Sizes 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75cm(30”).
02895 $139.95

G. KAVALKADE COMFORT GIRTH
Padded in soft, special vegetable-tanned leather. Extra-wide contact area for superior pressure distribution. European-style and quality craftsmanship in a contoured shape with triple elastics, stainless steel roller buckles, nylon inlay to prevent stretching, center D-ring, double keepers and silver fittings. Black. Sizes 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75cm(30”) or 80cm(32”).
02892 $210.00

H. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM COMFORT GIRTH
Soft memory foam material which modulates itself perfectly around the horse, then reverts back to its original shape after use. Wider center distributes girth pressure and provides ultimate comfort for your horse. Black. Sizes 20”-32”.
02894 $110.00

J. ACAVALLO® SHAPED GIRTH
Calfskin leather is shaped to provide optimal comfort and not block movement. Elasticated straps for breathability and an Acavallo gel panel insert for pressure distribution. Black. Sizes 55cm(22”), 60cm(24”), 65cm(26”), 70cm(28”), 75cm(30”), 80cm(32”).
02886 $465.00

TORY LEATHER GIRTH LOOP WITH BUCKLE
Buckle allows the loop to be removed without unfastening girth. Black.
02014 $25.95

TORY GIRD EXTEnder WITH ELASTIC
02109 $34.95

LEATHER GIRTH EXTENDER
Add up to 8” to any girth. Black.
02906 $20.95
A. KIEFFER SOFT HALF-HOLE STIRRUP LEATHERS
Best Seller! Nylon lining covered with double-stitched soft leather make these stretch-resistant for long wear. Black. Sizes 55", 59", 63”.
07102   $95.00

We have more leathers online!
at DressageExtensions.com/Leathers

B. PASSIER® PRE-STRETCHED LEATHERS
Tested and Approved. Superior hand-stitched leather. Curved buckles fit snugly over the stirrup bars reducing bulk under the rider’s leg. Twice the number of holes ensures the perfect fit. 1” width; holes spaced 1” apart. Black. Sizes 55”, 59”, 63”, 67”.
0601   $175.00

C. PASSIER® STIRRUP LEATHERS WITH NYLON INSERTS
Non-stretch leathers with 20 holes spaced closely for an excellent fit. The curved stainless steel buckles provide close contact to the horse. Black. Sizes 55”, 59”, 63”, 67”.
06893   $105.00

D. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STABILITY STIRRUP LEATHERS™
A new unique wide-body design in stirrups that brings an unprecedented level of stability and comfort to a rider’s leg while creating a feeling of “no leathers” under the rider’s leg. Black. Sizes 54”, 60”.
0654   $149.95

E. SCHOCKEMÖHLE COLORADO STIRRUP LEATHERS
Excellent value! Made of soft leather with nylon reinforcement for improved durability. Innovative rectangular holes for easy buckling. Black. Sizes 53”, 57”, 61”, 64”.
07099   $90.00

F. BATES DRESSAGE LEATHER WEBBERS
Just like the original Webber in genuine leather. Webbing core ensures that Webbers do not stretch. No lumps or buckles under rider’s leg for maximum comfort. Black. Sizes 28”, 32”.
06852   $85.99
A. LEMIEUX® VECTOR CONTROL STIRRUPS
Integrated safety arm has a two-stage release system. Ergonomic footplate is set at 0°. Stirrup eye is offset at 45°. Machined from aviation grade aluminum to offer an impressive strength-to-weight ratio at just 372 grams without compromising stability. New Colors Navy, rose gold, Black, aluminum. Size 41/2".

07103 $289.95

B. LEMIEUX® VECTOR BALANCE STIRRUPS
Same great features as the Vector Control Stirrups but the Vector Balance Stirrups have a 5° incline on the stirrup bed and the stirrup eye is offset at 45°. Safety release. New Colors Navy, rose gold. Black, aluminum. Size 41/2".

07104 $319.95

C. ROYAL RIDER SPORT STIRRUPS
A technical, comfortable iron that is extremely lightweight. Suited to all disciplines with its wide, spacious and ergonomic arch. Bench features a durable stainless steel grip. Pair. Black. Size 4¾".

0734 $164.95

D. ROYAL RIDER EASY STIRRUPS
Wear-resistant and lightweight techno-polymer material from DuPont®. The elastomers in the body of the stirrup give it a remarkable intrinsic elasticity which helps support the health of the rider’s bones and joints. Pair. Black/blue, black/black, black/red. Size 4¾".

07189 $69.95

E. ROYAL RIDER PERFECT FLEX STIRRUPS
Lightweight and durable. Flexibility is obtained with stainless steel tie rods positioned in the body of the iron. Pair. Black/black. Size 4¾".

07188 $339.95

F. ROYAL RIDER CONCEPT STIRRUPS
Techno-polymer safety design has a flexible side opening engineered to release the foot in the event of a fall. Innovative aluminum support guarantees greater grip and a central position of the foot. Pair. Black/black. Size 4½".

07187 $249.95

HERM SPRENGER® BOW BALANCE IRONS
Smart bow-form design encourages an improved leg position and promotes the ideal rider balance with enhanced comfort and perfect fit. Anthracite. Size 4⅞".

0772 $299.95

HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE GRIP STIRRUPS
Jointed stirrup made in the ‘bow’ form and have an extra-wide tread for perfect balance. Stainless steel grip inlay that is non-slippery and provides a secure hold even in bad weather conditions. Size 4⅞".

074 $339.95

STÜBBEN FILLIS STIRRUPS
Classic style stainless steel irons. Size 4⅞”, 4⅞”, 5".

0703 $85.00

STAINLESS STEEL FILLIS IRONS
High quality stainless steel irons with white pads. Sizes 4⅞”, 4⅞”, 4⅞”, 5”.

07101 $55.00

HERM SPRENGER® BOW BALANCE PADS

075 $35.95
SPUR STRAPS

PETRIE SPUR STRAPS
European designed and crafted from high-quality leather. Lined and double-stitched with stylish roller buckles, these straps add a touch of class to any boot. 18”.
Black 25413 $39.50
Patent Leather 25414 $39.50
Dark Brown 25415 $39.50

KAVALKADE SPUR STRAPS
Made of soft, long-lasting quality leather with beautiful single crystal on each of two keepers per strap. 18¾”.
Black 25394 $34.00
Black Patent 25395 $34.00

TORY SPUR STRAPS WITH KEEPERS
Quality ½” leather straps with double keepers. Black. 18”. USA.
25407 $25.95

WALDHAUSEN SPARKLE LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
Add sparkle to your spurs! Top quality genuine leather set with softly shimmering fabric. Stainless steel buckles. Black. 18”.
25405 $15.95

WALDHAUSEN PATENT LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
Perfect for dressing up any outfit!
Black. 18”.
25406 $19.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER SPUR STRAPS
Best quality leather straps with Herm Sprenger buckle. Black. 17”.
25393 $18.95

TOKLAT® PREMIUM LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
With keeper. Black. Ladies’ 18” or Men’s 19”.
25392 $23.95

WALDHAUSEN SPARKLE LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
Add sparkle to your spurs! Top quality genuine leather set with softly shimmering fabric. Stainless steel buckles. Black. 18”.
25405 $15.95

STÜBBEN LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
1/2” leather with keeper. Black. 17½”.
25410 $12.00

A-B. HERM SPRENGER® BRAIDED NYLON SPUR STRAPS
Durable and ideal for schooling.
A. Silver Buckle
17¾” 25041 $19.95
19¾” 25196 $19.95
B. Black Buckle
17¾” 25335 $21.95

SPUR PROTECTORS
Protect your boots against scrapes and marks caused by spurs. Rubber. Sold in pairs. Black.
25388 $4.95

Balance, Comfort & Style!

NEUE SCHULE SPURSMART COMPETITION FIT SPURS
Slim design is especially elegant and well-fitted to competition boots. Recessed spur strap bars allow flush finish against boot, maximizing wearing comfort. Highly polished, cast stainless steel is strong yet flexible. 35mm neck with rounded or rowel ends.

Rounded End
25401 $128.00

WITH ROWEL
25402 $152.00

KIEFFER GLADIATOR SPUR STRAPS
Doubled and stitched. Black. 19”.
25416 $14.00
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**EXTRA GRIP ULTRA FIT**

A. EXTRA GRIP ULTRA FIT ROUND END SPURS
Stainless steel.
20mm (¾” neck),
25mm (1” neck),
30mm (1¼” neck).
25186 $69.95

**GERMAN SILVER SPURS**

B. SWAN NECK SPURS
German silver with blunt rounded end.
40mm (1½” neck).
25199 $139.95

**OTHER SPURS**

C. CORONET™ ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT SPURS
Ultra-light with a very thin branch.
1½” neck.
25195 $29.95

**STÜBBEN SPURS**

H. STÜBBEN TEC SPURS
Adjusts to fit both men's and ladies' riding boots. Offset spur strap slots ensure a more comfortable fit.
15mm 25390 $60.00
20mm 25417 $60.00
25mm 25418 $60.00
35mm 25419 $60.00

J. STÜBBEN SEQ SPURS
Stainless steel with rowel. 35mm.
25380 $60.00

K. STÜBBEN DYNAMIC SPURS
V-shaped. 25mm.
25219 $70.00

**ULTRA FIT SPURS**

Designed by Olympic gold medal rider Klaus Balkenhol, these spurs feature angled ULTRA FIT spur strap slots for even better fit.

D. SUNBURST ROWEL SPURS
German silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1½” neck).
2513 $159.95

E. ULTRA FIT SLIMLINE SPURS
Stainless steel.
Little round rowel.
Size 40mm (1½” neck).
9 point rowel.
Size 40mm (1½” neck).
25374 $80.95

F. SMOOTH ROWEL SPURS
German silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1½” neck).
2514 $159.95

G. ROUND END SPURS
German silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
35mm (1½” neck).
2506 $139.95

**Herm Sprenger** has enjoyed a stellar reputation for superior quality metal equestrian products since 1872. Designed and precision-manufactured in Germany, the brand’s innovative spurs provide riders with consistent performance, stability and comfort.

Stübben, founded in 1894 as a family-owned saddlery business, has grown to achieve worldwide recognition. Synonymous with long-lasting serviceability and functionality, Stübben spurs deliver reliability and accuracy.

Discover our extensive line of spurs at DressageExtensions.com/Spurs
**DRESSAGE WHIPS**

**A. CRYSTAL & PATENT HANDLE DRESSAGE WHIP**
Crystal and patent leather wrapped handle provides grip with a little flash. Medium stiff. Black. Sizes 39”, 47”.

14089 $19.99

**B. DUBLIN® Kool Dressage Whip**
Lightweight. Black/gray, turquoise. Size 39”.

1424 $12.50

**C. ETD DRESSAGE WHIP**
Exclusive! Like the popular German models. Black. Sizes 36”, 39”, 42”, 45”, includes lash.

1427 $29.95

**D. Great American Nonslip Dressage Whip**

1449 $35.95

**E. Fleck® Sparkle Dressage Whip**
Bright colors. Nonslip grip. Blue, pink, lilac. Sizes 39¼”, 43¼”.

14131 $30.00

**LUNGE WHIPS**

**F. Fleck® Telescoping Lunge Whip**
Lightweight carbon composite with rubber handle. Black. Size extends from 51” to 88”. Lash measures 106”.

1471 $160.00

**G. Fleck® Colored Lunge Whip**
Woven nylon cover with sticky grip handle and woven nylon lash. Navy, burgundy, purple, green, black, brown. Size 80” with 72” lash.

14097 $53.00 Extra shipping charges apply. $15.00
FLECK DRESSAGE WHIPS

Handcrafted in Germany using carefully selected quality materials ensuring the very highest of standards.

A. FLECK® BAMBOO GRIP WHIP
Handcrafted bamboo handles shaped for the most comfortable grip imaginable. Lightweight. Bamboo/black. Size 47”.
14091 $142.00

B. FLECK® PREMIUM WHIP
Medium Stiff. Features chrome cap, leather handle and wrapped shaft with lacquer finish. White. Sizes 51”, 64”.
14093 $87.00

C. FLECK® LEATHER FLAP NUBUCK WHIP
Supersoft grip. Lightweight and stiff. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”.
14092 $75.00

D. FLECK® TRAINER WHIP
Woven nylon shaft, silver mushroom cap. Black. Size 47”.
14096 $80.00

E. FLECK® SOFT HANDLE WHIP
Nylon woven covered shaft, Ultra Soft wrapped grip handle with mushroom cap. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”.
14103 $58.00

F. FLECK® SUPERFLEX WHIP
Lightweight and very flexible design. Recommended by Olympic Champion Martin Schaud. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”, 51”.
14153 $56.00

G. FLECK® SILVER LOGO WHIP
Silver logo cap and black leather handle. Lightweight and flexible. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”.
14095 $35.00

H. FLECK® BUMPY GRIP DRESSAGE WHIP
Rubber handle is notched to fit perfectly in the hand with minimum slip. Nylon woven shaft is medium stiff. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”.
14101 $22.00

J. FLECK® DELTA PRO WHIP
The woven nylon shaft is very flexible. Blue. Sizes 43”, 47”.
14016 $53.00

K. NEW! FLECK® EVOLUTION DRESSAGE WHIP
14169 $39.00

L. NEW! FLECK® SPORTY DRESSAGE WHIP
Crafted in Germany with timeless styling and technical functionality. Black, brown. Sizes 40”, 44”, 48”.
14168 $70.00

M. NEW! FLECK® SILK TOUCH CRYSTAL BLUE DRESSAGE WHIP
Legendary balance and grip. Blue mushroom cap, tiny crystal accents. Black/blue. Sizes 40”, 44”, 48”.
14180 $50.00

SHOP OUR ENTIRE SELECTION AT DressageExtensions.com/Whips

BALANCE WHIPS

K. FLECK® FELDMANN® BALANCE WHIP
Two wooden balance-handles. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”, 51”.
1462 $63.00

L. FLECK® FELDMANN® SPORT WHIP
Enables the hand to stay relaxed and in a natural position. Black. Sizes 43”, 47”, 51”.
14019 $59.00

All whips measured end to end including the lash. USEF legal show length is 47.2” (120cm) including lash. Whip measurements are approximate as Lash length will vary.
 TRAINING support!

A. WALDHAUSEN WEMBLEY LEATHER CAVESON
Best Seller! Extra thick and soft padding on the removable crown pad, browband and crank caveson. Single roller buckles on the jowl and noseband and a removable bit hanger allows you to use the caveson with or without a bit. Three rings for training aid attachments. (Bit not included.) Black. Sizes cob, full.
0868 $149.95

B. LEATHER LUNGE CAVESON
Ultimate quality and strength. Supple leather with solid brass hardware. Broad, generously padded 2 1/2” noseband. Double-buckle crown with adjustable chin and jaw straps ensure proper fit. Built-in bit attachments allow use with or without a bit. (Bit not included.) Black. Sizes full, oversize.
0844 $149.95

C. KAVALKADE HÖ LUNGEING AID
One piece design eliminates the surcingle for quick and easy use. Simple and effective. White.
30282 $50.00

D. KAVALKADE CHAMBON
Training tool used while lungeing to teach the horse to yield to poll pressure and stretch his neck forward and downward while lifting his back. Improves strength and balance. Ideal for tense, hollow horses. Consists of head piece, leather loop for girth, round stitched nylon cords with hooks. Quality black leather with silver fittings. Black/silver.
30176 $95.00

E. TORY LEATHER ALL LEATHER SIDE REINS
No elastic. Black. Made in the USA.
030237 $69.95

F. TORY LEATHER ELASTIC END SIDE REINS
030214 $89.95

G. LEATHER SIDE REINS WITH DONUT
With rubber donut. Black.
030196 $49.95

H. EQUALIZING SIDE REINS
Innovative design in the style of German sliding side reins. Attaches to girth or saddle D-ring. Center sliding snap attaches to bit and allows the horse freedom while encouraging forward, round movement. Black. Sizes regular, long. Made in the USA.
030220 $89.95

J. WALDHAUSEN LEATHER LUNGE REINS (VIENNA REINS)
Used extensively in Europe as an alternative to fixed side reins. Reins attach to the rings of a surcingle through bit and onto the girth. Encourages the horse to round and release their back. Black.
030197 $49.95

K. WALDHAUSEN LUNGEING SYSTEM
Assists in the development of your horse’s back muscles, encouraging him to reach down. Surcingle, pad, lunge line and bridle not included. Black. Full size.
30303 $69.95

L. LEATHER LIP STRAP
Quality round black leather features a silver buckle.
013367 $12.95

M. PLATED STUD CHAIN
Clips to a lead for extra control. Plated brass, chrome. 30”L.
013097 $12.95

Easy – Free Economy Shipping on Orders Over $45 | 800.303.7849
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURCINGLE PADS</th>
<th>TRAINING AIDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KIEFFER SURCINGLE</strong></td>
<td><strong>C. WHINNY WIDGETS STEADY HANDS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SURCINGLE PADS</strong></td>
<td><strong>30333</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WALDHAUSEN QUILTED SURCINGLE PAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>D. OTTO SCHUMACHER FLAT LEATHER BUCKING STRAP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mm thick padding, the surcingle pad is made of breathable, durable soft and form-retaining material. Attachable to surcingle with VELCRO® brand straps.</td>
<td>Buckle ends. Black. Sizes 10”-13”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THINLINE® CHIN/POLL GUARD</strong></td>
<td><strong>150177</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-slip guard stays in place to reduce rubbing and sores. Anti fungal and breathable. Black. Size 23/8” x 7” x ¼”.</td>
<td><strong>30 Foot</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHIN-EEZE CAVESON PAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>30274</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributes pressure evenly under the jaw and adds comfort. Absorbs sweat; washes easily.</td>
<td><strong>50 Foot</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **LUNGING** |
|----------------|--------------|
| **A. CENTAUR® WEB LUNGE LINE WITH DONUT** | **C. WALDHAUSEN DOPPEL LUNGE (DOUBLE LUNGE LINES)** |
| Pro quality, strong poly-cotton webbing with leather swivel end and donut on handle. Natural. Size 1” x 35’. | Excellent quality heavy duty German web lines. Rolled nylon cord for easy use through surcingle rings. Black. Size 30’ with the first 13’ rolled. |
| **B. WALSH LUNGE LINE** | **30334** | **34.95** |
| 1” wide with a solid brass snap and reinforced end. This is a great tool that is heavy duty and can handle the rigors of training. Black. USA. | **30301** | **95.95** |
| **D. EQUI-LOGIC MEASURITE LUNGE LINE** | **E. CAMELOT™ ROLLED LEATHER BUCKING STRAP** |
| **30 Foot** | **30334** | **34.95** |
| **50 Foot** | **150177** | **40.00** |
| **30274** | **30329** | **59.95** |
| **303050** | **125.95** |

Find more lungeing equipment & cavesons at DressageExtensions.com/Luneging
**A. ESKADRON® PIKOSOFT BELL BOOTS**


04275 $75.00

**B. BLACK/WHITE ESKADRON® PIKOSOFT BELL BOOTS**


04016 $47.00

**B. NEW! ESKADRON® FLEECE-LINED MESH BRUSHING BOOTS**

An ultra-soft, luxurious fleece lining prevents rubbing and distributes pressure. Faux-leather and mesh outer protects against brushing knocks. Pair. Black/white, navy/white. Sizes (strike plate height): M(9.6”), L(10.8”), XL(11.6”).

041947 $95.95

**C. ESKADRON® RUBBER BELL BOOTS**

Made in Germany. Soft, pliable, ribbed rubber bell boots provide strong, hard-wearing protection for your horse. Secured with double VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.

04016 $47.00

**C. ESKADRON® FLEECE-LINED MESH BRUSHING BOOTS**

An ultra-soft, luxurious fleece lining prevents rubbing and distributes pressure. Faux-leather and mesh outer protects against brushing knocks. Pair. Black/white, navy/white. Sizes (strike plate height): M(9.6”), L(10.8”), XL(11.6”).

041947 $95.95

**D. ESKADRON® BALLISTIC OVERREACH BOOTS**


04275 $75.00

**D. NEW! ESKADRON® BALLISTIC OVERREACH BOOTS**


041947 $95.95

**E. ESKADRON® RUBBER BELL BOOTS**

Made in Germany. Soft, pliable, ribbed rubber bell boots provide strong, hard-wearing protection for your horse. Secured with double VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.

04016 $47.00

**E. ESKADRON® FLEECE-LINED MESH BRUSHING BOOTS**

An ultra-soft, luxurious fleece lining prevents rubbing and distributes pressure. Faux-leather and mesh outer protects against brushing knocks. Pair. Black/white, navy/white. Sizes (strike plate height): M(9.6”), L(10.8”), XL(11.6”).

041947 $95.95

**F. ESKADRON® RUBBER BELL BOOTS**

Made in Germany. Soft, pliable, ribbed rubber bell boots provide strong, hard-wearing protection for your horse. Secured with double VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL.

04016 $47.00

**F. ESKADRON® FLEECE-LINED MESH BRUSHING BOOTS**

An ultra-soft, luxurious fleece lining prevents rubbing and distributes pressure. Faux-leather and mesh outer protects against brushing knocks. Pair. Black/white, navy/white. Sizes (strike plate height): M(9.6”), L(10.8”), XL(11.6”).

041947 $95.95

---

**Known in the United Kingdom and worldwide for trend-setting equestrian products that last, LeMieux offers a wide variety of protective bell and overreach boots for use in training and turnout.**

---

**Call, Email or Chat| DressageExtensions.com/Chat, our team is here to help! | 800.303.7849**
**COMPLETE COMFORT & protection**

**FLEECE LINED RUBBER BELL BOOTS**
Made of the quality ribbed rubber to provide maximum protection to the bulb area of the heel with VELCRO® brand closures in back for a comfortable fit. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
041723 $25.95

**PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® BALLISTIC™ OVERREACH BOOTS**
Outer cover and binding makes them double tough. UltraShock™ lining absorbs energy from overreaching and protects vital areas of the hoof. No-turn knob keeps boot from spinning. Pair. Black.
S, M, L 04866 $39.95
XL, XXL, XXXL 04923 $39.95

**PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® QUICK WRAP™ BELL BOOTS**
The ultimate in hoof and soft tissue protection. With a 360° wrap and an overlap in the back, they cover the whole hoof and provide shock-absorption where it’s needed. Lycra® binding won’t rub. UltraShock lining. Pair. Black. Sizes M, L.
0486 $57.95

**EQUI-STRETCH® RIBBED BELL BOOTS**
Durable, flexible pure rubber. Hook-and-loop closure for quick and easy on/off. Ribbing adds strength and helps deflect hoof strikes. Pair. Gum, hunter, white, black, navy. Sizes S (white only), M, L, XL.
0436 $22.95

**HEAVY DUTY RUBBER BELL BOOTS WITH FLEECE**
Provides maximum protection to the bulb area of the heel. Heavy duty rubber with VELCRO® brand closures in back for a comfortable fit. Pair. Black, white. Sizes M, L.
041725 $25.95

**WALSH™ FLEECE LINED BELL BOOTS**
Great for horses that chafe easily. Durable ribbed-rubber bell boot with soft, synthetic fleece lined top for a comfortable cushioned fit. Double-lock VELCRO® brand closures. Sturdy enough to withstand the rigors of pasture and work and are ideal for shipping, too. Pair. Black. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
041768 $59.95

**KL SELECT ITALIAN BELL BOOTS**
100% gum rubber, remains flexible in cold temperatures. Rolled top won’t chafe fetlock area. Thicker at the base for added protection. Easily slides on/off. Pair. Black, gum. Sizes M, L, XL.
041741 $44.00
Dressage Sport Boots (DSB) provide excellent protection and comfort for your equine partner. Developed and perfected to withstand the rigors of the equestrian environment, these boots are protective and waterproof, and make life easier for the rider with their easy strap application system.

DRESSAGE SPORT BOOTS
Best Seller! Designed to provide protection as well as comfort for the horse. Rugged vinyl exterior with a tear, puncture and abrasion resistant Coverlight™ strike area. It is also waterproof and highly resistant to fungicidal growth, making this an exceptional choice to withstand the rigors of the equestrian environment. Easy strap application system. Machine washable. Pair. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Order one size up for hind boots.

04674   $59.95

A. DSB ORIGINAL
Black/white, black, navy, white/white, white/black.

B. DSB GLOSSY BOOTS
White/white, black/black, silver/black.

C. DSB AMERICAN FLAG GLOSSY BOOTS
White.

D. DSB GLITTER BOOTS
Gray.
NEW! VEREDUS’ ABSOLUTE ELASTIC FRONT DRESSAGE BOOTS
Absolute Elastic Front Dressage Boots are the result of collaboration between Veredus® and Isabell Werth. The boots use innovative shaping and materials to ensure the best protection and support for during exercise. Ideal for both dressage and flatwork, the boots feature an anatomic external shell made of Polyflex (elastic polyurethane). The shape allows maximum freedom of movement for the horse, and the protective nature of Polyflex offers effective protection against accidental impacts. Lining is neoprene and Lycra® for excellent comfort in all conditions. Elastic straps with quick-release fasteners keep the boots in the correct position and allow quick removal. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L. Made in Italy.
A. FRONT 042420 $269.95
B. HIND 042415 $279.95

MAJYK EQUIPE® BOOTS WITH ARTI-LAGE™ IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
Perforated inner bio foam liner makes sure your horse’s leg stays cool and well ventilated—especially important during long schooling periods, turn out or trail. Tough, but lightweight TPU outer with rip stop properties to repel dust and water. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L.
041704 $100.00

KAVALKADE SOFT FRONT BOOTS
Softer front working boots for the protection of the inside of the cannon bone. Features an anatomically spoon shaped shell and soft CR-foam inserts. VELCRO® brand closures with elasticated inserts. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L.
FRONT 041738 $48.00
HIND 041739 $53.00

ESKADRON® FAUX FUR SPORT BOOTS
Faux fur synthetic lambskin developed by Eskadron is exceptionally soft and cozy. Soft and absorbent fur combined with the breathable PU-inlay protects effectively with tough 1680 Denier outside fabric. Pair. Navy, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
041736 $105.00

TOKLAT VALENA PROTECTIVE BOOTS
FRONT 04114 $119.95
HIND 04380 $129.95
### WRAPS AND BANDAGES

**WILKERS NO BOW QUILTS**
- 100% cotton flannel top and bottom quilted over ½" foam. 
- The quilted texture distributes pressure making the wraps more efficient. 
- Sizes 12" x 30", 14" x 30".
- **26068** $33.95
- Sizes 16" x 30".
- **26071** $36.95

**WILKERS COMBO LEG QUILTS**
- A 50/50 broadcloth top with 100% cotton flannel underside quilted over ½" foam. 
- Set of 2. White. 
- Sizes 12" x 30", 14" x 30".
- **26070** $44.95
- Sizes 16" x 30", 18" x 30".
- **26072** $46.95

**CENTAUR® CLIMATE CONTROL POLO WRAPS**
- Moisture wicking and temperature-regulating wraps. 
- 9’ of ultimate comfort and support. ½ moisture wicking, highly ventilated cushioning material optimizes airflow. 
- Secure double closure. 
- Set of 2. Black, white, navy.
- **26052** $27.50

**SARATOGA BANDAGE**
- High performance bandage provides firm, controlled stretch for superior support. 
- Holds up through frequent use and washing. Extra lightweight breathable woven fabric, with silicone beading to prevent slippage. 2" VELCRO® brand closure with reinforced stitching. 
- Set of 2. Black, white.
- **26076** $69.95

**PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® VENTECH™ STANDING WRAPS**
- Plush poly fleece leg bandage with ventilated limestone-based neoprene exterior allows heat and moisture to escape. 
- Easy to apply with secure hook-and-loop closure that conform to your horse's legs. These wraps are great for treating injuries or strains and can be used for shipping. 
- Pair. Black. 
- Sizes 12", 14", 16".
- **26061** $129.95

**SCHOCKEMÖHLE POLO WRAPS**
- Made of the highest quality, anti-pilling, 310-gram fleece. 
- A sporty rubber logo badge tops each hook-and-loop fastener. 
- Set of 4. Walnut, true navy. One size.
- **26096** $42.50

**CAVALLO® HELEN POLO WRAPS**
- Combine fashionable flair with practicality. 
- High-quality anti-pilling fleece maintains its looks and functionality. 
- Long hook-and-loop fasteners are topped with a golden Cavallo print. 
- Set of four wraps arrives in a zip poly storage bag. Navy. One size.
- **26098** $47.50

**ESKADRON® BOOT WASH BAG**
- Protect your horse's bandages, and boots, in the washing machine with this practical wash bag. 
- Ensure that straps and VELCRO® brand closures do not entangle, snag or twist. 
- Two mesh compartments will accommodate and separate a pair of boots. Drawstring top closure. Black.
- **26053** $13.00

---

**EQUIFIT® T-SPORT WRAPS**
- Designed with a unique combination of open-celled, no-latex foam and high-quality fabrics. 
- Provides maximum compression and slip-free support while transferring heat out and away from your horse's leg. 
- Fit is both snug and sleek to keep out dirt and debris. 
- Pair. 3 yards. Black, white.
- **2628** $124.00

**WALDHAUSEN POLO WRAPS**
- High-quality fleece material is breathable and quick-drying. 
- Fleece works to manage heat and moisture under the wraps. VELCRO® brand closures. 
- Polyester. Set of 4. White, black.
- Size 5’W x 10”L.
- **26057** $39.95

---

**SCHOCKEMÖHLE POLO WRAPS**
- Made of the highest quality, anti-pilling, 310-gram fleece. 
- A sporty rubber logo badge tops each hook-and-loop fastener. 
- Set of 4. Walnut, true navy. One size.
- **26096** $42.50

**CAVALLO® HELEN POLO WRAPS**
- Combine fashionable flair with practicality. 
- High-quality anti-pilling fleece maintains its looks and functionality. 
- Long hook-and-loop fasteners are topped with a golden Cavallo print. 
- Set of four wraps arrives in a zip poly storage bag. Navy. One size.
- **26098** $47.50

**CENTAUR® CLIMATE CONTROL POLO WRAPS**
- Moisture wicking and temperature-regulating wraps. 
- 9’ of ultimate comfort and support. ½ moisture wicking, highly ventilated cushioning material optimizes airflow. 
- Secure double closure. 
- Set of 2. Black, white, navy.
- **26052** $27.50

**ESKADRON® BOOT WASH BAG**
- Protect your horse's bandages, and boots, in the washing machine with this practical wash bag. 
- Ensure that straps and VELCRO® brand closures do not entangle, snag or twist. 
- Two mesh compartments will accommodate and separate a pair of boots. Drawstring top closure. Black.
- **26053** $13.00

---

**PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® VENTECH™ STANDING WRAPS**
- Plush poly fleece leg bandage with ventilated limestone-based neoprene exterior allows heat and moisture to escape. 
- Easy to apply with secure hook-and-loop closure that conform to your horse's legs. These wraps are great for treating injuries or strains and can be used for shipping. 
- Pair. Black. 
- Sizes 12", 14", 16".
- **26061** $129.95

---

**SARATOGA BANDAGE**
- High performance bandage provides firm, controlled stretch for superior support. 
- Holds up through frequent use and washing. Extra lightweight breathable woven fabric, with silicone beading to prevent slippage. 2" VELCRO® brand closure with reinforced stitching. 
- Set of 2. Black, white.
- **26076** $69.95

---

**PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® VENTECH™ STANDING WRAPS**
- Plush poly fleece leg bandage with ventilated limestone-based neoprene exterior allows heat and moisture to escape. 
- Easy to apply with secure hook-and-loop closure that conform to your horse's legs. These wraps are great for treating injuries or strains and can be used for shipping. 
- Pair. Black. 
- Sizes 12", 14", 16".
- **26061** $129.95

---

**SARATOGA BANDAGE**
- High performance bandage provides firm, controlled stretch for superior support. 
- Holds up through frequent use and washing. Extra lightweight breathable woven fabric, with silicone beading to prevent slippage. 2" VELCRO® brand closure with reinforced stitching. 
- Set of 2. Black, white.
- **26076** $69.95
ESKADRON® CLIMATEX BANDAGE LINERS
Super breathable. Three dimensional Climatex fabric pulls moisture away from your horse’s legs to prevent perspiration buildup during work. Ensures improved air circulation and provides the ideal padding for training bandages.
Set of 4. Black, white. 13” x 18” 2632 $75.00
18” x 18” 2633 $116.50
Explore all colors and sizes at DressageExtensions.com/Wraps

ESKADRON® TRAINING BANDAGES
These high-elastic training bandages offer excellent support and protection for tendons and ligaments. Strong, stretchy and durable wraps are washable. Set of 2.
Black. Size 70”L. 26054 $60.50

ESKADRON® POLO WRAPS
VACS POLO BANDAGES
Extra thick, acrylic stretch pile. Provides shock-resistant protection against strikes. Stand up to repeated use and washings. Set of 4. Add a monogram for a custom look.
Gray, navy, white, turquoise, pink, purple, dark green, black, manor, royal blue, red.
3-yard length x 5”W. 3- yard length x 5”W. HORSE 2621 $25.95
PONY 2639 $22.95
TOKLAT® POLO WRAPS
Extra thick, polyester knit with extra long ½” wide hook and loop fasteners are box stitched for added strength. Machine washable.
Set of 4. White, black, red. Size 91. 26069 $42.95

TOKLAT® POLO WRAPS
Extra thick, polyester knit with extra long ½” wide hook and loop fasteners are box stitched for added strength. Machine washable.
Set of 4. Black, white, red.
13” x 18” 2632 $75.00
18” x 18” 2633 $116.50

TOKLAT® POLO WRAPS
Extra thick, polyester knit with extra long ½” wide hook and loop fasteners are box stitched for added strength. Machine washable.
Set of 4. White, black, red. Size 91.
13” x 18” 2632 $75.00
18” x 18” 2633 $116.50
19” x 19” 2634 $116.50
21” x 21” 2635 $116.50
22” x 22” 2636 $116.50
24” x 24” 2637 $116.50
26” x 26” 2638 $116.50
With a history of over 165 years of craftsmanship and tradition, Kieffer has represented excellence in German craftsmanship. Kieffer’s aim for perfection is reflected in every aspect of their innovative products, with top quality leather and expert styling.

KIEFFER SYLVIE WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Rolled leather and a Swarovski® white crystal studded browband give this bridle its stylish and elegant appearance. An innovative buckling system and a soft, padded crown. Extra-wide, soft, padded crank caveson. Includes two pairs of matching rolled leather reins. ¾” snaffle rein with stops and ½” plain curb rein. Hook stud ends. Black with black padding; chrome hardware.
Sizes cob, full.
120391  $425.00

KIEFFER PERSEUS SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Soft, padded crown with cutback design for ear room. Noseband strap threads over crown for better pressure distribution. Ergonomically shaped padded caveson has a chin pad and discreetly integrated flash strap that is easily removed. Chrome buckles and web reins with hand stops. Black with black padding. Sizes cob, full.
Plain snaffle bridle shown.
Plain 120392  $250.00
Clincher 120383  $250.00

KIEFFER ANJA BERAN SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A particularly fine, narrow-cut bridle in a classic design. Softly padded crown with cutback design for ear room. Noseband strap threads over crown for better pressure distribution. Chrome buckles and web reins. Black with black padding. Sizes cob, full.
Plain snaffle bridle shown.
Plain 120379  $225.00

KIEFFER RACHEL ANATOMICAL BRIDLE
120386  $210.00

KIEFFER CLINCHER COMFORT SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Silver clincher browband and matching chrome hardware. Comfort features include padded, cutback crown, browband and caveson with additional chin pad that protects your horse from the buckle. Includes web hand stop reins. Black. Sizes pony, cob, full.
120390  $250.00

KIEFFER PADDED ERGONOMIC LINE II DOUBLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-padded crown, brow and wide crank noseband. Includes web reins with hand stops. Silver hardware; buckle ends. Black with black.
Sizes cob, full.
120374  $325.00

KIEFFER “ERGONOMIC III” SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-padded crown, brow and wide crank noseband. Includes web reins with hand stops. Silver hardware; buckle ends. Black with black, black with white padding. Sizes cob, full.
120373  $250.00

KIEFFER RACHEL ANATOMICAL BRIDLE
120386  $210.00

Available in Pony Size
KAVALKADE ISABELLA DROP NOSEBAND BRIDLE
120325 $159.00

KAVALKADE ANTONIA WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Made with a softly padded crank noseband (1¾” wide at largest part). An anatomically cut headpiece to avoid your horses ears. The crown is nicely padded for comfort. Curved browband with large white rhinestones. Includes two sets of reins (⅜” plain and ⅝” reins with stops). Sizes cob, full.
Black/black. 120324 $330.00
Black/black patent. 120329 $330.00

NEW! KAVALKADE ROSE BRIDLE
Rose-colored crystals sparkle on the slender browband and rose-gold colored fittings shimmer beautifully throughout. Rose-colored padding along the nose. The tapered crank noseband features a removable flash and removable flash attachment. Comes with a spare flash attachment and 16mm wide rubber web reins. Black/rose gold. Sizes cob, horse.
120784 $196.00

KAVALKADE LINA DROP NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Features a traditional drop noseband softly padded for comfort. Very well-made with European styling and high-quality raised leather noseband and browband. Includes 5/8” web reins, hand stops, buckle ends. Black. Sizes cob, full.
120322 $115.00

KAVALKADE IVONNE CONVERTIBLE BRIDLE
This bridle serves both as a snaffle and double bridle by easily attaching the removable flash and removing the additional check pieces that go over the poll for the curb bit. The bridle is adjustable on both sides as well. Features an anatomically cut and padded headpiece as well as a softly padded noseband. Hook and stud ends at bit attachments. Includes rubberized reins with hand stops and leather curb reins. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120328 $250.00

Kavalkade has the solution! Visit us at DressageExtensions.com/Kavalkade

Bits not included.
**Rambo® Micklem**

**New! Horseware® Ireland Micklem2 Competition Bridle**
Eco-tanned buffalo leather bridle addresses five main areas of bridle discomfort. Eliminates pressure and discomfort on nerves, poll and ears, minimize internal mouth damage. Stainless steel hardware ensures durability with proper care. For use with bit. Reins sold separately. Black, dark Havana. Sizes pony, cob, supercob, standard horse, large horse.

120625 $249.95

---

**Red Barn Topline Bridle**
Monocrown headstall is padded to protect the poll and shaped to avoid putting pressure on your horse’s ears. Ergonomic cutouts at the sides of the shaped noseband create a bit recess to prevent interference with the bit rings and to allow for clear rein aids. Includes gently curved silver bead browband which fits over the horse’s forehead without pinching. Crafted of fine Italian leather. Stainless steel hardware. ¾” plain leather reins with handstops. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.

120343 $365.00

---

**KL Select RB Arena Ergonomic Snaffle Bridle**
Handcrafted in the finest English leather. Features ergonomic, well-padded noseband, waved soft brow band and beautiful, soft ergonomic headstall with decorative stitching near brow band. ‘Red Barn’ imprint and brown leather insert detail on crown adds an elegant finish. Black/silver.

120342 $360.00

---

**Schockemöhle Sports**

**A. Schockemöhle Malibu Bridle**
Elegant anatomically shaped with half rolled, half flat cheek pieces. Noseband almost 2” at the widest with cut outs at cheek bones giving more space for the bit. Features nicely padded pressure reducing head piece, chin pad and noseband. Hook and stud buckles. Reins not included. Sizes cob, full, oversize.

Black/silver

120350 $350.00

**New Color** Black/black patent 120350A $375.00

---

**B. Schockemöhle Venice Double Bridle**

120354 $425.00

*Bits not included.*
PASSIER® SPIRIT SNAFFLE BRIDLE
This bridle has comfort features that make it ideal even for the most sensitive horse. Anatomically shaped noseband. Stainless steel fittings. Wave brow accented with embedded crystals. Web reins with hand stops and reins stops are included. Black. Size cob, full, oversize.
120159 $255.00

PASSIER® STARLIGHT SNAFFLE BRIDLE
120530 $435.00

PASSIER® ATLAS SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Exceptionally horse friendly with an anatomically shaped, softly padded crownpiece and all-around padding. Crafted from top-quality luxurious leather with stainless steel fittings, including hook stud closures. Includes reins. Black. Size cob, full, oversize.
120532 $435.00

PASSIER® USA JUNO SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Perfect for training and appropriate for competition. The wide recess crank caveson with flash and plain browband are slightly raised and padded. Flat buckle end cheek pieces and hook and stud ⅝" leather reins with hand stops. Stainless steel hardware. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120418 $265.00

PASSIER® DE FORTUNA SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Innovative, elastic inserts, optically concealed on both sides of the browband to connect the softly padded crownpiece with the cheek-pieces and the noseband. Pressure on the horse's poll is effectively reduced chewing activity is encouraged. Softly lined caveson, stainless steel fittings and elegant crystal browband and leather hand stop reins. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120417 $365.00

PASSIER® MARCUS EHNING II SNAFFLE BRIDLE
120536 $400.00

*FEI approved for use in dressage where snaffle bridles are permitted. Suitable for show jumping and cross country competitions. Check with your organization for other eligibility.

Double Bridle shown in Havana

Passierblu®  Spirit

Passier® Starlight

Passier® Marcus Ehning II Snaffee Bridle

Passier® USA Juno Snaffee Bridle

Passier® De Fortuna Snaffee Bridle

Passier® Atlas Snaffee Bridle

Passier® Atlas Double Bridle

Passiers partnership in performance with bridles by Passier®
Statement Browbands

A. OTTO SCHUMACHER
PEARL & CRYSTAL BROWBAND
Made in Germany. The luxurious curved browband is inlaid with pearls and crystals for the perfect amount of bling. Bronze/peach.
Cob, full size. 120310 $225.00
Oversize. 120310A $269.95

B. OTTO SCHUMACHER
SOLID STRIPE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Full length stripe. Black/white, black/black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120287 $49.95

C. OTTO SCHUMACHER PADDED BROWBAND
120306 $55.00

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER
FANCY STONE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Curved leather browband with inlaid Swarovski crystals. Clear, topaz, pewter, black. Full size.
120307 $225.00

KL PRIX CURVED CRYSTAL BROWBAND
A lovely, understated browband with clear, smaller placed crystals in a gold setting. Class and elegance for show or schooling. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
44059 $76.00

BEASTIES™ LUMINOSITY SILVER WAVE DIAMOND BROWBAND
Designed with four rows of beautiful Swarovski crystals hand-set into the finest Italian leather, this browband is pure understated beauty. Black with silver crystals. Sizes cob(15¼"), full(17¾”).
120317 $120.00

A. KAVALKADE SPARKLE BROWBAND
120337 $65.00

B. KAVALKADE BUTTON BROWBANDS
Add a colorful touch of sparkle to your horse’s bridle. Unique button closure for easy exchange. Chess, black/night blue, New Colors candy, claret. Sizes cob, full.
120338 $45.00

C. KAVALKADE DUO CLINCHER BROWBAND
120339 $45.00

D. KAVALKADE DUO SLIM BROWBAND
Dark gray rhinestones are split in two arches to drape beautifully over brow. Black/gray. Sizes cob, full.
120332 $45.00

E. KAVALKADE SPLENDID BROWBAND
120334 $74.00

F. KAVALKADE SQUARE ROSE CRYSTAL BROWBAND
Black leather brow shaped to fit and flatter has a row of square-shaped, rose-colored crystals. Rose. Sizes cob, full.
120788 $65.00
Design the Bridle of Your Dreams!

Otto Schumacher handcrafted in Germany
Superior quality leathers, buckles, and hardware.

Start designing today – Call for custom options
800-541-3708

Made in Germany

OTTO SCHUMACHER
CUT-BACK CROWN SNaffle BRIDLE
Gracefully cut away behind the ears to ease the pressure on your horse’s head. Nicely padded crank noseband adds to the overall comfort level. Hook and stud ends, silver hardware and hand-stop web reins. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
120290 $495.00

OTTO SCHUMACHER
TIFFANY PADDED CROWN BRIDLE
Curved browband is embellished with black and white Tiffany crystals. A cut back shaped crownpiece is softly padded for comfort behind the ears. This bridle offers a padded crank noseband with flash, leather rein with hand stops, hook and stud ends and silver hardware. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
SNaffle Sizes full, cob. 120296 $695.00
SNaffle Oversize. 120296A $759.95
Weymouth Sizes full, cob. 120291 $850.00
Weymouth Oversize. 120291A $979.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER
PATENT VENEDIG BRIDLE
Patent leather extra wide crank caveson (5cm) with flash is well padded and tapers at the sides. Patent leather wave browband is embellished with clear Swarovski crystals and a padded cutback monocrown. Reins not included. Black leather with black or white padding. Sizes cob, full.
SNaffle 120297 $695.00
Weymouth 120298 $725.00

A-B. STÜBBEN SWITCH COMBO BRIDLE
Two-in-one design lets you switch from a snaffle bridle to a double bridle. Anatomically cutback and padded headstall, curved and softly padded noseband buckles on both sides and interchangeable loop to let the flash system be removed. Anatomical chin pad aids correct placement and provides even adjustments. Sizes cob, full.
A. BLACK/BLACK 120415 $460.00
B. BLACK PATENT 120416 $460.00

A-B. STÜBBEN SWITCH COMBO BRIDLE
Two-in-one design lets you switch from a snaffle bridle to a double bridle. Anatomically cutback and padded headstall, curved and softly padded noseband buckles on both sides and interchangeable loop to let the flash system be removed. Anatomical chin pad aids correct placement and provides even adjustments. Sizes cob, full.
A. BLACK/BLACK 120415 $460.00
B. BLACK PATENT 120416 $460.00
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OTTO SCHUMACHER REINS
Handcrafted in Germany with high quality leather and Herm Sprenger hardware. Black. Brown available by special order.

KL SELECT REINS

KL SELECT PEBBLE GRIP REINS WITH HAND STOPS
Soft pliable biothane rein with hand stops that are easy to hold. Buckle ends. Black. Size ¾” x 54”.
030187 $135.00

KAVALKADE LEATHER DRAW REINS WITH NYLON ROPE
Nylon rope fronts slide easily through bit rings, leather hand grip portion is standard ¾” wide. Girth loop is included. Stainless steel hardware and snap ends. Black.
030177 $55.00

KAVALKADE ULTRAGRIP REINS
Rubberized grip/dimples. Black/silver. Sizes 54”, 62”.
030173 $40.00

KAVALKADE RUBBER GRIP REINS
Rubberized with dimples. Black/silver. Size 54”.
030175 $135.00

A. SOFT LEATHER REINS
Cleverly designed hand stops which are placed inside the soft leather. Hook-stud ends. Size ¾”.
030171 $219.95

B. LEATHER HAND STOP REINS
Buckle ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030163 $185.00
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030161 $180.00

C. LEATHER PLAIN REINS
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ½”, ⅝”, ¾”.
030170 $115.00

D. WEB REINS
Buckle ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030169 $125.00
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030178 $115.00

E. ROLLED HANDSTOPS REINS
Hook-stud ends. Size ¾”.
030381 $259.95

F. NOTCHED LEATHER REINS
These reins feature an inner hand stop to prevent sliding and extra soft calfskin lining for a superior yet supple grip. Stainless steel buckle ends or hook-stud ends. Black. Size ¾”.
54” 030181 $122.00
60” 030181A $122.00

G. PEBBLE GRIP REINS
Thinner in the hand and more flexible than traditional rubber reins. Reinforced leather shielded ends, finished bevel edging and tapered ends. Stainless steel buckles or hook-stud ends. Size ¾” x 54”.
030231 $186.00

H. ITALIA SOFT GRIP REINS
A fusion of our Easy Grip and Calf Lined Reins. Rubber lined, calf skin reins with stops. Black. Stainless steel buckles. Size ¾” x 54”.
030182 $118.00

J. EASY GRIP REINS
Standard leather reins with hand stops from the outside, but the inside is lined with a layer of rubber for an “easy” grip. Stainless steel buckle ends or hook-stud ends. Size ¾” x 54”.
030186 $100.00

K. LEATHER CURB REINS
Stainless steel ends. 56” Buckle ends.
030179 $90.00
60” Buckle or hook-stud ends.
030178 $105.00

L. WEB CURB REINS
Buckle ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030169 $125.00
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ¾”, ¾”.
030178 $115.00

Easy Free Returns on all Sized Items | 800.303.7849
REINS

SCHOCKEMÖHLE REINS
Quality leather with hook ends.

A. LEATHER REINS WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝” x 54”.
030188  $80.00

B. RUBBER LINED REINS WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝” x 54”.
03290  $80.00

C. LEATHER CURB REINS
Hook-stud ends. Black.
Size ½” x 54”.
03379  $80.00

D. ROLLED RUBBER LINED LEATHER REINS WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ½” x 54”.
030192  $85.00

E. ROLLED LEATHER REINS WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝” x 54”.
030190  $85.00

F. ROLLED LEATHER CURB REIN
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ½” x 52”.
030195  $85.00

G. LEATHER HAND STOPS REINS
¾” Buckle end. Black.
54” 030239  $85.95
60” 030218  $85.95
Hook-stud end. Black. Size ¾” x 54”.
030238  $79.95

H. LEATHER LACED REIN
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ¾” x 54”.
030213  $109.95

J. RUBBER GRIP LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ⅝” x 60”.
030212  $79.95

K. RUBBER LINED LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ½” x 54”.
030236  $85.95

L. ECONOMY WEB REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ⅝”.
54” 030210  $75.95
60” 030241  $85.95

TORY LEATHER COMPANY REINS
Made in USA with high quality leather and stainless steel hardware.

ROYAL OAK RUBBER LINED CURB REINS
Rubber-lined leather ½” curb reins with no stops. Can use with rubber-lined leather snaffle reins for superior grip. Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ½” x 54”.
030202  $129.95

ROYAL OAK HAND STOP REINS
Silver hardware. Hook-stud ends. Black. Size 54”.
5/8” 030198  $129.95
3/4” 030199  $129.95
ROYAL OAK PLAIN LEATHER CURB REINS
Black. Size ½” x 54”.
030201  $129.95

Find the perfect set of reins to suit your needs at DressageExtensions.com/Reins
Offering an exciting and innovative range of high performance, superior comfort bits for all equines, covering all disciplines at every level from pleasure to Grand Prix. Accomplished through bits that are ergonomically designed, using the latest in engineering and computer aided design (CAD) technologies. NeueSchule bits incorporate a patented, sweeter, warmer metal. Salox Gold® has a high copper content and NeueSchule additives that maximize the warm and oxidation promoting acceptance and communication.

All Neue Schule Bits have Salox® Gold mouthpiece with Stainless steel rings, shanks.
### ALBACON BITS

**AlBaCon** bits have an advanced alloy formulation containing a high copper content which stimulates salivation and helps prevent dry mouth. Superior tensile strength.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRADOON</td>
<td>13mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010163</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIDE PORT CURB</td>
<td>16mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010164</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOSE RING SNAFFLE</td>
<td>14mm. Sizes 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013109</td>
<td>$64.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRENCH LINK SNAFFLE</td>
<td>13mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;, 6&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010177</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAUCHER SNAFFLE</td>
<td>Best Seller! 11mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010149</td>
<td>$78.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOSE RING SNAFFLE</td>
<td>18mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010182</td>
<td>$62.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRENCH LINK BRADOON</td>
<td>13mm. Sizes 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;, 6&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010964</td>
<td>$53.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### STÜBBEN BITS

*A trusted European brand since 1984. Bits feature innovative functions combined with timeless elegance.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWEET COPPER LOOSE RING BIT</td>
<td>Smooth connecting pieces. 16mm mouth. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;, 6&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010432</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPER WEYMOUTH</td>
<td>16mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013125</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT SNAFFLE</td>
<td>16mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013124</td>
<td>$115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE JOINT LOOSE RING BRADOON</td>
<td>12mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013127</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANATOMIC SNAFFLE</td>
<td>16mm Sweet Copper mouthpiece. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013123</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPER SHORT SHANK WEYMOUTH</td>
<td>16mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013126</td>
<td>$165.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAUCHER BIT</td>
<td>16mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>01135</td>
<td>$115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOSE RING BRADOON</td>
<td>14mm. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5¾&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010435</td>
<td>$65.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MISCELLANEOUS SNAFFLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ovation® JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>German Silver mouth with Stainless steel rings. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>01339</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16mm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>01338</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18mm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVAL MOUTH SNAFFLE</td>
<td>18mm. Stainless steel. Sizes 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;, 6&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>01597</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP BY KORSTEEL® FRENCH LINK LOOSE RING BIT</td>
<td>Curved mouth. 14mm mouth. Sizes 4½&quot;, 5&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>010071</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYLER® LOOSE RING COMFORT SNAFFLE MB 02 BIT</td>
<td>Perfect for beginners. Sizes 4¾&quot;, 5&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>01300</td>
<td>$113.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERIS SOFT EGGBUTT SNAFFLE</td>
<td>Bar is solid, soft rubber/plastic piece. Sizes 4¾&quot;, 5¼&quot;, 5½&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
<td>013119</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### HERM SPRENGER BRADOONS

Renowned among top international riders, Herm Sprenger’s 35 years of successful innovation have resulted in its own Sensogan® metal, which is trusted for its premium quality for bits. Always designed for the best in communication between you and your horse.

**KK ULTRA EGGBUTT BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
011887 $219.95

**KK ULTRA BAUCHER**
16mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with stainless steel checks. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
011883 $245.95

**DYNAMIC RS ULTRA EGGBUTT BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece. Stainless steel rings. Sizes 4¾”, 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
011836 $229.95

**DYNAMIC RS ULTRA BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55 mm stainless steel rings. Sizes 5¼”, 5½”, 6”.
010260 $159.95

**WH ULTRA BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with stainless steel rings. Sizes 4¾”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
010180 $219.95

**KK BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55mm stainless steel rings. Sizes 4¾”, 5⅛”.
011871 $145.95

**SINGLE JOINT BRADOON**
12mm. Sensogan® with 55mm stainless steel rings. Sizes 4¾”, 5⅛”, 5½”, 6”.
011829 $95.95

**DYNAMIC RS ULTRA BRADOON**
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece 55mm. stainless steel rings. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”, 6¾”.
010250 $189.95

### HERM SPRENGER WEYMOUTHS

**HO WEYMOUTH**
14mm. 13cm stainless steel shanks with 7cm lower shanks. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
010070 $359.95

**HO SHORT SHANK**
14mm. 11cm stainless steel shanks with 5cm lower shanks. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
011863 $359.95

**LOW PORT WEYMOUTH**
16mm. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
011869 $289.95

**BELEMANS LONG SHANK WEYMOUTH**
16mm. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
010080 $359.95

**DS ANGLED WEYMOUTH**
16mm. Sensogan® with stainless Steel Cheeks. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
010060 $359.95

**NOVOCOCONTACT WEYMOUTH SHORT**
14mm. 11cm shanks. Sizes 4¼”, 5”, 5¼”.
011901 $359.95

**NOVOCOCONTACT WEYMOUTH**
14mm. 13cm shanks. Sizes 4½”, 5”, 5¼”.
011902 $359.95

**BELEMANS SHORT SHANK WEYMOUTH**
16mm. Sizes 5”, 5¼”, 5¾”.
010090 $359.95
Based on research from the veterinary university in Hanover. After extensive study, the middle link has been shortened and the angle has been twisted by 45 degrees for the best possible effect without severity.

**DYNAMIC RS**

Offers an ergonomically formed mouthpiece that lies perfectly in the horse's mouth resulting in a soft, even pressure on the tongue, encouraging acceptance of the bit. In addition this bit supports the contact to the corners of the mouth keeping the horse on the bit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT SINGLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$170.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT DOUBLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT SINGLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$170.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT DOUBLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT SINGLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$170.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVOCONTACT DOUBLE JOINTED SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$199.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RS KK ULTRA SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$189.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RS + WH ULTRA EGGBUTT</td>
<td>$145.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALKENHOL SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$145.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX-CONTROL SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$90.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KK ULTRA SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$170.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMFORT MOUTH</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KK ULTRA EGGBUTT</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH ULTRA SOFT LOOSE RING</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUO LOOSE RING</td>
<td>$105.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WH ULTRA SNAFFLE</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SENSOGAN®**

Offers a reduced copper content combined with manganese. This combination results in a smooth and well regulated oxidation process, causing slow and steady salivation. Tests show a very positive influence on the horse's satisfaction, motivation and willingness to perform.

**SENSOGAN®** bits are marked with a black ring at the cheeks. The arrow must always be on the left hand side pointing forward for a proper fit.

**KK ULTRA DESIGN**

Based on research from the veterinary university in Hanover. After extensive study, the middle link has been shortened and the angle has been twisted by 45 degrees for the best possible effect without severity.

**DYNAMIC RS**

Based on research from the veterinary university in Hanover. After extensive study, the middle link has been shortened and the angle has been twisted by 45 degrees for the best possible effect without severity.

**WH ULTRA BITS**

Developed by Herm Sprenger together with Lisa Wilcox and Ernst Hoyos, this double-jointed bit features a unique roller in the center section, which provides gentle stimulation to the tongue. It encourages the horse to chew, prompting salivation, acceptance of the bit and relaxation of the jaw.

**PARTNERS IN performance | BITS**
**LeMieux**

**LEMIEUX® VOGUE HALTER & ROPE LEAD SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy/Royal</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink Blue/Navy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulberry/Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW COLORS!** Kiwi, Mist Wisteria 05513 $45.95

---

**SCHOCKEMÖHLE FREMONT ANATOMICAL HALTER**
Anatomical shape features a pressure reducing headpiece, softly padded sides and the back part can be removed completely transforming it into a grooming halter. Black. Sizes cob, full.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SCHOCKEMÖHLE ULM LEATHER HALTER**
Extra padding all around the crown and over the nose. Beautifully stitched with sturdy silver toned hardware. Ring under the chin is fixed to the headstall to hold halter in place. Black/silver. Sizes cob, full.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SCHOCKEMÖHLE MEMPHIS HALTER**
Super comfortable with a breakaway attachment. For show or daily work with two crown pieces. Navy, black, anthracite. Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**HENRI DE RIVEL PRO FANCY PADDED ROLLED THROAT TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER**
Best Seller! Adjustable chin, rolled throat with snap and double buckle crown. Leather with a raised stitch design over the noseband. Chrome-plated hardware. Black. Sizes pony, cob, full, oversize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black/Gray</td>
<td>$95.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**KAVALKADE NORDIC LEATHER HALTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black/Gray</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**KAVALKADE CABO HALTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black/Gray</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NEW COLORS!**

- Kiwi
- Mist Wisteria

---

**Easy – Free Economy Shipping on Orders Over $45 | 800.303.7849**
QUALITY Halters

LeMieux®

LEMIEUx® CAPELLA HALTER.
Strong, luxury leather with durable, reinforced nylon and solid metal fittings. Padded, contoured, pressure-relieving crownpiece, leather noseband and nylon web cheekpieces, throatlatch and jaw strap. Black. Pony, cob, horse.
05511 $98.95

MONTY ROBERTS DALLY™ SCHOOLING HALTER
An effective way to train and school your horse in ground manners and trailer loading. Ideal for young horse training. Black full size. Blue oversize.
0516 $60.95

EXPLORE OUR FULL SELECTION OF HALTERS AT
DressageExtensions.com/Halters

CATAGO® ATTITUDE LEAD ROPE
Polyester lead with matte finish trigger snap. Black. One size.
05391 $19.50

KENSINGTON™ CLINICIAN 15’ LONG TRAINING LEAD
Ideal for groundwork. 15-foot training lead has a leather popper at one end and is ideal for a variety of training purposes. Heavy-duty, quick-release swivel snap. ⅝” nylon braided rope. Kentucky blue, black. 15’L. Imported.
5296 $32.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER LEATHER HALTER
Generously lined with soft padding. Solid brass hardware with throat snap for easy on and off. Black.
Cob, full 05366 $339.95
Oversize 05366A $379.95
EQUILINE SOUNDLESS EAR NET
The Equiline multilayer Soundless Ear Net (SLE) allows the horse to remain concentrated on his own work avoiding any distraction from environmental noises. SLE is made of 3 layers: the lower and the upper layer are made of allergy-free cotton with a special antibacterial treatment, while the middle layer is made of a technical sound-proofing material. Black, navy. Full size.
23361   $98.00

EQUIFIT® EAR BONNET
Keeps the ears, poll and head cool and dry with its multi-dimensional air-mesh. Ears fit comfortably under a spandex mesh. The EquiFit Ear Bonnet’s contoured shape keeps the bonnet in place while the durable EverLeather™ trim maintains a polished edge. Black. Sizes horse, oversize.
23340   $105.00

USG BARONESS FLY VEIL
23368   $52.50

EQUILINE KIM EAR NET
Simply elegant in timeless colors. An airy knit body and matching ear protectors offer comfort and coverage. This design sits securely and neatly under the crownpiece of the bridle for a secure fit. Black, gray, brown, navy. Full size.
23362   $75.00

SCHOCKEMÖHLE AIR SILENT EAR BONNET
Serves two purposes with one stylish design! Keeps annoying insects out of your horse’s ears with noise reducing neoprene ear covers. The crocheted body allows airflow and is trimmed with a single line of cording and logo embroidery. A mesh insert at the backs of the ear covers lets heat escape. Gray mélange, black, navy. Sizes cob, horse.
23419   $70.00

WOOF WEAR ERGONOMIC FLY VEIL
Soft, technical mesh is breathable and keeps your horse’s head cool and free of annoying insects. Lycra® on ears ensures as good snug fit while a generous cut of the veil sits behind the ears to fit the latest ergonomic head stalls on ergonomically designed bridles. Black, berry, electric blue, navy, powder blue. Full size.
23359   $35.95

KAVALKADE RHINESTONE FLY VEIL
Made from high-quality cotton, it affords the perfect fit with the elastic material on the ears. With a 1 ¼” of material behind the ears, there is ample room for the veil to be held in place by the bridle’s crownpiece, eliminating the need for a cord fastener around the throat-latch. Black, anthracite, navy. Full size.
23360   $30.00

Call, Email or Chat /DressageExtensions.com/Chat, our team is here to help! | 800.303.7849
ESSENTIAL fly protection

NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ DELUXE FINE MESH FLY MASK WITH EARS
Allows your horse full vision while blocking 60%+ of ultraviolet rays from its skin and eyes. Airstream ear-cover design keeps insects out, lets cool air in. Double-dart construction, stretch-fleece poll design and soft fleece for comfort and fit. Adjustable double-touch tape tab closures for ease. Gray/turquoise. Sizes cob, full, warmblood. Imported.

23487 $30.95

HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® PLUS FLY MASK
The perfect companion for Rambo fly sheets. Reinforced band keeps mask away from horse’s eyes while maintaining its shape. Detachable nose cover shades from UV rays and deters irritating flies. Oatmeal/green, silver/navy. Sizes pony, cob, horse. Imported.

23145 $59.95

CASHEL® COOL CRUSADER™ FLY MASK
Designed for comfort with soft durable materials and full lined seams. The eye darts help keep the mesh well away from the eyes and the three-hole cap for ears and forelock provides stability. UV protection. Gray. Sizes cob, full, warmblood.

LONG WITH EARS
23119 $39.95

STANDARD NO EARS
23127 $29.95

STANDARD WITH EARS
23117 $34.95

NEW! WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ DELUXE FINE MESH FLY MASK WITH EARS

STANDARD WITH EARS
Oatmeal/Green
A. WEATHERBEETA® KOOL COAT AIRSTREAM III WITH DETACH-A-NECK & HIDDEN SURCINGLE SHEET
Comfort and protection with a cool 270 gram poly/cotton upper panel and 90%+ UPF. Mesh lower panels, lined shoulders and shoulder gussets. Removable neck cover, twin adjustable front buckle closures, adjustable hidden surcingle belly closure, large tail flap and removable web leg straps. No fill. White/navy. Sizes 66”-84” (3” increments).
240616  $95.00

B. WEATHERBEETA® STRETCH BUG EYE SAVER WITH EARS
Protect horse’s eyes and ears from irritating insects, air-borne particles and harmful UV rays. Form-fitting, stretchy material conforms to your horse’s head for a custom fit that keeps insects from getting inside. Purple/black, black/black, hunter/black, navy/black. Sizes pony, cob, horse.
23142  $22.50

C. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ FINE MESH MASK WITH EARS & NOSE
Full vision while blocking 60%+ of ultraviolet rays. Airstream ear design keeps insects out and provides ventilation. Double dart construction keeps the mask out of your horse’s eyes. Stretch fleece poll. Black/turquoise, navy/turquoise. Sizes small pony, pony, cob, full, warmblood.
23386  $30.00

D. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ FINE MESH MASK WITH EARS
Airstream ear design keeps insects out and provides cooling ventilation. Full vision while blocking 60%+ of ultraviolet rays. Double dart construction for a superb fit. Stretch fleece poll design plus a soft fleece binding. Navy/turquoise, black/turquoise. Sizes small pony, pony, cob, horse, warmblood. Imported.
23387  $28.95

COOL MESH protection
G. WEATHERBEETA® SWEET ITCH SHIELD COMBO NECK SHEET
Head-to-tail protection for sensitive horses. 90%+ protection from UV rays, sun bleaching, parasites and insects to help avoid irritation and skin allergies. 600D ripstop outer is lined at the shoulders. Elasticized, adjustable belly wrap and full wrap tail flap. Ear hood on the integrated neck cover has an elastic insert around ears for security. Wither relief, side gussets, Ezi-clip front closure with touch tape, surcingle closures and tail cord. White/blue. Sizes 66”-84” (3” increments).
240605 $120.00

---

WeatherBeeta has you covered. Find more at DressageExtensions.com/WeatherBeeta
C. NEW! HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® XXL TECH-FIT FLY BOOTS
Maximum coverage and comfort for horses needing leg protection from insects and high ultraviolet levels. The boots, sized for draft horses, rely on a hybrid design that leverages a unique combination of fabrics and an innovative shape that reaches the horse’s knee or hock. Funnel-shaped top section deters insects especially while the horse is moving. Set of four boots. Silver. Sizes full, extra full.
23451 $149.95

D. NEW! HORSEWARE® IRELAND FLY BOOTS
3D Airmesh offers maximum breathability while protecting your horse’s legs from irritating flies and other biting insects. Soft fleece trim provides added padding and comfort. Secures easily with adjustable VELCRO® brand straps. Set of four boots. Silver/navy. Sizes pony, cob, horse.
23494 $79.95

In 1985, Horseware® Ireland was started to create a revolutionary horse blanket that was truly breathable, waterproof and comfortable. Horseware Ireland’s sheets & blankets continue to make the lives of horses better.

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® FLY BUSTER™ FLY SHEET WITH NO FLY ZONE™
Two tiers of protection! Revamped, removable neck cover offers improved, close contact fit and extended chest coverage. Made of unique, patented, high-tech fabric with self-repairing properties. Blocks 65% of ultraviolet rays. No Fly Zone Technology adds powerful insect control to Horseware’s fabric as a second tier of defense against insects. Bound to the fine mesh, the treatment is odorless, colorless and remains effective through numerous washings. Proven to keep flies, ticks, fleas, ants, chiggers and midges at bay. Leg Arches™, third surcingle, “V” front closure. Extra-long tail flap protects tail hair from the sun. Adjustable web tail strap. Oatmeal/sage. Sizes 63”-87” (3” increments).
240834 $219.95

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® PROTECTOR FLY SHEET WITH DISC-FRONT CLOSURE
Designed for horses that are tough on their clothing. Exceptionally hardwearing, lightweight and soft against your horse’s skin, the unique, patented, high-tech fabric has self-repairing properties to stop small holes from spreading. Provides maximum breathability and protects against flies and blocks 65% of ultraviolet rays. Improved shaping of the included removable neck cover creates a close-contact fit and provides extended chest coverage. Features the lightweight, ergonomic fully adjustable Disc Front Closure. Extended belly flap works with Leg Arches™ to wrap the sheet under and provide thorough coverage without restricting movement. Extra-long tail flap. Oatmeal/cherry. Sizes 66”-87” (3” increments).
240839 $199.95

82   Proud Sponsor of the United States Dressage Federation
E. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO®
HERO RIPSTOP PLUS LITE TURNOUT
Removable neck cover included allows you to alter your horse’s coverage depending on weather. 600D ripstop outer with a antibacterial, anti-static and shine-enhancing lining. Front Leg Arches™ for freedom of movement. Tail cord and tail flap. Classic front closures, cross surcingles. No fill. Navy print/burgundy. Sizes 66”-81” (3” increments). Imported.
240836   $139.95

F. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BUG RUG
240833   $129.95

G. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO®
BUG BUSTER® WITH NO-FLY ZONE™
Powerful, long-lasting, multi-level defense. Silver-colored knitted poly mesh reflects sunlight and provides 65% UV protection. No-Fly Zone™ Technology is effective through numerous washings, repels mosquitoes, ants, ticks, chiggers, flies and midges. Removable neck cover, supersized tail flap, extended belly flap and dual Leg Arches™. Shoulders, mane and tail flap are lined. Classic front closure, three straight surcingles and tail strap. Silver/burgundy. Sizes 66”-84” (3” increments).
240835   $189.95

H. HORSEWARE® IRELAND MIO® FLY RUG
Your affordable option for total fly protection for your horse. UV protection in a comfortable, breathable sheet with integrated hood, single leg arches, two crossed surcingles, tail flap and tail cord. Bronze/navy. Sizes 66”-84” (3” increments).
24089   $79.95

View all Horseware® fly protection at DressageExtensions.com/Horseware
ADD AN ombré effect
WITH A COLORFUL NEW VEIL & PAD

A. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® PRIME OMBRÉ DRESSAGE PAD
Durable quilted cotton top features an allover colorful ombré effect. Moisture-wicking lining and breathable mesh spine keep your horse dry and comfortable. Ocean breeze, midnight aurora. Sizes pony: 20” spine; 19” drop; horse/full: 22” spine; 21” drop.
190826 $70.99

B. FREE Ear Bonnet with Purchase of Dressage Pad ($43.50 Value)

B. NEW! WEATHERBEETA® PRIME OMBRÉ EAR BONNET
Free bonnet with purchase of dressage pad above! A classic crochet ear bonnet with an ombré effect destined to get noticed. Ocean breeze, midnight aurora. Size full.
23475 $43.50 IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY

*Offer valid through 06/30/23. #23475 WeatherBeeta® Prime Ombré Ear Bonnet free ($43 value) with purchase of #190826 WeatherBeeta® Prime Ombré Saddle Pad. While supplies last. Offer valid on these select items only. Discount applied at checkout, not applicable to tax or shipping charges.